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economic policy is often posed as
"the cruel choice between two evils, unemployment and inflation."' Although informed policy decisions depend on an accurate assessment of the
relative social costs of the two evils in the short run and long run, the welfare economics of inflation has received far more attention in economic
analysis than the welfare economics of unemployment.2 Most previous discussions of the latter have been partial and impressionisticcatalogues of the
economic and psychological effects of unemployment which make no attempt to analyze cyclical unemployment within the conceptual framework
of labor supply theory or to provide quantitative estimates of its welfare
cost.3 And yet any policy decision to induce a temporary recession by
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2. A concise statementon the welfareeconomicsof fully anticipatedinflationand a
bibliographyof previouscontributionsis contained in EdwardTower, "More on the
WelfareCost of InflationaryFinance,"Journalof Money, Creditand Banking,Vol. 3
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tary Planning(Norton, 1972), Chaps. 5 and 6.
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monetary and fiscal policy in order to moderate inflationary pressure, as in
1968-69, requires a judgment on the social cost of the resulting loss in
employment and output.
Recent statements on the welfare cost of the cyclical increase in unemployment during the 1969-70 recession have been extremely casual. One
approach has been to calculate the "Okun's law" loss in aggregate output
that is statistically associated with a given short-run increase in the unemployment rate.4 An example is my comment that the cost of the 1969-70
recession, as compared with an alternative policy that would have maintained unemployment at a steady 3.8 percent, was $100 billion in lost
output.5 A quite different but equally casual approach, which ignores the
output loss associated with a higher unemployment rate and tends to minimize the welfarecost of the extra unemployment itself, is Milton Friedman's
analysis of the effects of an increase in the aggregate unemployment rate
from 3.5 to 4.5 percent: "In fact, the number who each week start to look
for work would be raised very little-from 530,000 to perhaps 560,000. But
these job-seekers would spend on the average an extra week or so finding an
acceptablejob.... The most serious effect would be to raise the number of
persons unemployed at any time for more than six months from 180,000 to
perhaps 300,OO0."6
This paper attempts to assess the social cost of a I percentage point increase in the aggregate unemployment rate caused by restrictive monetary
and fiscal policy (as opposed, for instance, to an increase caused by a shift
in the demographic, occupational, or geographic structure of labor supply
Tibor and Anne A. Scitovsky, "InflationVersus Unemployment:An Examinationof
Their Effects," in Commissionon Money and Credit, Inflation,Growth,and Employment(Prentice-Hall,1964), pp. 429-70; and Phelps, InflationPolicy, Chap. 4.
4. For the originalstatement,see Arthur M. Okun, "PotentialGNP: Its Measurement and Significance,"in AmericanStatisticalAssociation,Proceedingsof thleBusiness
anzdEconomicStatistics Section (1962), pp. 98-104, reprintedin Okun, The Political
Economyof Prosperity(BrookingsInstitution, 1970), Appendix.More recent estimates
and evaluationsare providedin GeorgeL. Perry,"LaborForce Structure,PotentialOutput, and Productivity,"BrookingsPapersonEconomicActivity(3:1971), pp. 533-65, and
ArthurM. Okun'spaper in this volume. Hereafterthis documentwill be referredto as
BPEA, followed by the date.
5. RobertJ. Gordon, "Inflationin Recessionand Recovery,"BPEA(1:1971), p. 142.
Using the same method,Theodore Morganhas estimatedthe cost of the Great Depression as $470 billion (at 1950 prices).See his Incomeand Employment(2d ed., PrenticeHall, 1952), p. 119.
6. Milton Friedman,An Economist'sProtest (ThomasHorton, 1972), pp. 5-6.
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and demand). The analysis distinguishes between (1) a temporaryrecession
initiated by policy makers to reduce the rate of inflation, such as that in
1969-70, and (2) a permanent increase in the goal for the unemployment
rate. In neither case will explicit account be taken of the benefits associated
with the lower inflation rate made possible by higher unemployment; thus
the unemployment rate that is optimal with respect to the direct costs and
benefits of unemployment might nevertheless be too low once its indirect
inflationary consequences are considered.
No one denies that aggregate policy can cause temporary changes in the
unemployment rate, but many question whether it can affect the unemployment rate permanently, causing it to deviate from the so-called natural
rate: "there is always a temporary trade-off between inflation and unemployment; there is no permanent trade-off."7Nevertheless, the permanent
case is interesting for several reasons. First, even if the natural-rate hypothesis is valid, the exact value of the natural rate will always be uncertain,
and hence debates will always arise between those who place heavy weight
on the risks of an acceleratinginflation at a low unemployment target and
less weight on the social costs of a relativelyhigh unemployment target, and
those who hold the opposite view. Second, the empirical evidence supporting the natural-ratehypothesis for the United States is still sufficientlyinconclusive that many economists maintain their interest in the long-run
tradeoff. Third, a plausible argument can be made for a long-run tradeoff
curve that has a vertical segment above a threshold inflation rate but is
negatively sloped below that rate, thus allowing analysis of the optimum
location on the negatively sloped segment.8
The point of departurefor this analysis is Okun's law, which states that a
change of 1 percentage point in the aggregate unemployment rate is associated in the short run with a change of roughly 3 percent in the ratio of
7. Milton Friedman,"The Role of MonetaryPolicy," in The OptimumQuantityof
Money and OtlherEssays (Aldine, 1969), p. 104.

8. A theoreticalargumentfor this asymmetryis containedin JamesTobin, "Inflation
and Unemployment,"AmericanEconomicReview,Vol. 62 (March 1972),p. 11. A longrun tradeoffcurve of this type is implied by the variablecoefficientmodel estimatedin
my "Wage-PriceControlsand the ShiftingPhillipsCurve,"BPEA (2:1972), pp. 404-06.
See also Otto Eckstein and Roger Brinner, The Inflation Process in the United States, A

Study Preparedfor the Use of the Joint EconomicCommittee,92 Cong. 2 sess. (1972).
The absenceof any tendencyto an acceleratingdeflationin 1938-39, despiteeight years
of unemploymentat a rate of 14 percentor above, also suggeststhat at high unemployment rates the long-run tradeoffcurve may be negativelysloped or horizontal rather
than vertical.
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actualto potentialoutput,and whichtherebysuggeststhat productivity,
hours,and laborforceparticipationare also alteredby a changein aggregatedemand.But Okun'slaw is defectiveas a meansof measuringwelfare,
becauseit considersonlychangesin the valueof outputsold on the market
and ignoresthose in the valueof nonmarketactivity.Calculationslike my
crude$100billionestimatecitedabovemakethe extremeassumptionthata
zero "priceof time" shouldbe imputedto the increasein nonmarketactivityby the unemployed,andby those who workfewerhoursor leavethe
laborforce.A secondmajorcriticismof this approachthat is relevantto
the case of a permanentincreasein the unemploymentrateis that the very
largeelasticityof outputwithrespectto changesin the unemploymentrate
observedin U.S. postwarrecessionsis due to short-rundisequilibrium
phenomenathat will tend eventuallyto disappear.
Thepaperis dividedinto threemajorparts:(1) conceptualanalysisof the
temporarycase, (2) empiricalestimatesbasedon previousstudiesof labor
supplybehaviorand the activitiesof the unemployed,and (3) conceptual
analysisof the permanentcase in the contextof the neoclassicaltheoryof
the demandfor andthe supplyof labor.Theempiricalestimatesaregathered
togetherand summarizedin Table 3 below for the temporarycase and
Table4 for the permanentcase.

ConceptualFramework:The TemporaryCase
THE NARROW OKUN S LAW VIEW

A crudestatementof Okun'slaw can be obtainedby manipulationof a
few simpleidentities.Actualreal output(Q) is identicallyequalto output
permanhour(q)timesmanhourinput(M). Manhourinput(M) can be rewrittenas the employmentrate(e) timesthe laborforceparticipationrate
(f) times the numberof hours per man per time period (H) times the
working-agepopulation(P):9
(1)

Q-qM-qefHP.

Outputand the firstfour magnitudeson the right-handside of (1) can be
definedat their "potential"values reachedat some arbitraryunemploy9. With absoluteemploymentdenotedby E, and the labor force by F, the right-hand
side of (1) can be writtenout in full: (Q/EH)(E/F)(F/P)(H)(P).
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ment rate, say, 4 percent. The ratio of actual to potential real output

(Q/Q*) can be written:
Q
qefH
Q qM
Q* g*M*-q*e*f*H*'

(2)

(2)

where potential values are denoted by an asterisk. The percentagechange of
the ratio of actual to potential output (gQ/Q*)can be decomposed into its
four components: the changes in productivity, in the employment rate, in
the labor force participation rate, and in hours per employee:

(3)

g(Q/Q*)

g(q,q)

+

g(e/e*) +

g(f/f*)

+

g(H/H*);

here gx denotes the percentage change in x. Okun's law states that the elasticity of the ratio of actual to potential real output with respect to a change
in the employment rate is a constant (k), roughly equal to 3.0.

(4)

g(Q/Q*)= k - 3.0.
9(e/e*)

Based on this approach, a crude initial estimate of the welfare cost associated with a temporary increase of 1 percentage point in the unemployment rate (1 - e)-from, say, 4 to 5 percent-would be 3 percent of real
output, about $38 billion per year at 1973 price and output levels. If productivity, labor force participation, or hours did not respond in a recession,
the elasticity of the ratio of actual to potential real output with respect to a
change in the employment rate would be 1.0 by definition and the welfare
cost, by this approach, would be only $12.7 billion instead of $38 billion.
Of the remaining 2 percentage points of output response, about 1 point is
due to the procyclical response of hours and participation rates as overtime
is reduced in a recession and the proportion of workers on involuntary parttime rises, and as secondary workers leave the labor force or delay their
entry or reentrywhen they findjobs scarce. The final percentage point is due
to the procyclical response of productivity. While firms can quickly reduce
the utilization of capital equipment, they may curtail employment only very
little relative to output during a short recession in order to avoid the costs
of hiring and firing-recruiting costs, employer-financed investments in
training, and severance pay.10Another cause of procyclical fluctuations in
10. See, for instance,WalterY. Oi, "Laboras a Quasi-FixedFactor,"Journalof Political Economy,Vol. 70 (December1962),pp. 538-55, and Donald 0. Parsons,"Specific
Human Capital: An Application to Quit Rates and Layoff Rates," Journalof Political
Economy,Vol. 80 (November/December1972), pp. 1120-43.
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productivity is that during recessions, the composition of output shifts
away from durable manufacturingwith its high productivity levels.

A BROADER VIEW

The basic weakness of the Okun's law approach is its failure to impute a
positive value to nonmarket activity. A decline in the number of hours
worked in a cyclical recession increases by an equal number the hours devoted to nonmarket activity, which partially offsets the loss in market output. An extreme view might claim that the reduction of market output
could be completely offset if the recession is assumed to begin from an
initial situation of labor market equilibrium at an unemployment rate of,
say, 4 percent.11To simplify the discussion I assume throughout that the
real wage remains fixed in the recession.12In the initial equilibriumworkers
offer their services up to the point at which the real wage rate is equal to the
marginal product of an hour of nonmarket activity. If a cyclical recession
were to take the form of a one-hour reduction in the workweek for all employees, the recession would cost society virtually nothing, according to
this extreme view, since the lost wage would be offset by the marginal
product of the hour spent in nonmarket activity.
A formal statement of the role of nonmarket activity helps to clarify the
conditions under which this "extreme view" is correct. To simplify the discussion, both the adult population (P) and potential output (Q*) are held
fixed. The total number of manhours available to each individual is 168 per
week and is divided between manhours spent on currentjobs (M) producing market goods (Q), hours spent by unemployed individuals searching or
11. Positive unemploymentoccurs in this initial situation despite balance between
aggregatelabor supply and demand because of search activity by new entrantsto the
labor force and by employed workers attemptingto find more satisfactoryjobs, and
because of a geographic,demographic,or occupational imbalance betweenjobs and
job seekers.
12. The assumptionof a fixed real wage is made to simplifythe subsequentanalysis
and eliminatedistributionalcomplications;the aim is to examine the consequencesof
unemploymentassociatedwith a fixed real wage and not to explain the tendencyof the
real wage to be inflexiblein the short run. The rate of inflationof prices and nominal
wages is also assumedto be unaffectedby the temporarydecline in demand, so as to
permitconcentrationon the welfarecosts of unemploymentand neglect of the distributional effects of unanticipatedchanges in the rate of inflation. For evidence that the
tradeoffcurve in the United States is virtuallyhorizontalover a period of one to two
years, see the illustrationin my "Inflationin Recession and Recovery,"p. 138.
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waiting for new jobs (U), and hours spent on "home activity" (N), which
includes time devoted to consumption, household production (including
child care), and sleep. The welfare of households depends on their total
output of "finalcommodities" (Z), which they produce by combining goods
purchased on the market (Q) and their own nonmarket time:
Z = f(Q,L,N).

(5)

The production of a meal, for example, requires purchased groceries (part
of Q) and hours spent in shopping and cooking (part of N). The time of
unemployed individuals (U) is also productive in raising future income,
monetary or psychic, as is explained in more detail below.13
The aim here is to measure the effect of a change in the employment rate
(e) on the output of final commodities:
Q dQ

dZ=
de

(6)

u
fdU
fd
de+ N de

de

where fQ, fu, and fN are the marginal products of, respectively, market
goods, unemployed time, and home time in producing final commodities.
In equilibriumthese marginal products are equal to, respectively, the price
of market goods (pQ),the price per unit of unemployed time (wu), and the
price per unit of home time (WN), each deflated by the price of the final
commodity (pz):
(7)

fQ = PQ;

fu

=

Pz,

W;

fN

Pz,

=

WN

Pz'

The term WN has also been called, alternatively, "the shadow wage" and
"the price of time."
Because the three uses of time exhaust the fixed length of the week, any
change in market manhours per week (dM) must be offset exactly by a
change in unemployed manhours and home time:
(8)(8)

-

dM dU
de ~+-+
+ de

dN =
0.
de

The substitution of (7) and (8) into (6), and the decomposition of the change
in output (dQ/de) into separate manhour (qdM/de) and productivity
13. This approachto the analysisof householdproductionis an extensionof Gary S.
Becker, "A Theory of the Allocation of Time," EconomicJournal,Vol. 75 (September
1965), pp. 493-517. Equation (5) differs from Becker's formulationin giving explicit
attentionto the searchand waiting time of the unemployed.
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(Mdq/de) effects, yields the following expression for the response of the
output of final commodities:
(9)

deP p_de
[a]

P[b de -q-P)
[b]

de'
[c]

where the letters in brackets identify the separate terms in (9) to facilitate
the subsequent discussion.
The total effect of unemployment in (9) is divided into three parts. The
first, [a], is the productivity part of the basic Okun's law response and
representsthe loss in output caused by the decline in productivity per market manhour due to labor hoarding, the drop in capital utilization, and the
shifting industry mix of output. If the real wage does not change, the entire
loss from lower productivity takes the form of lower net income to capital
and lower tax revenues.
The final two terms, [b] and [c], measure the net loss at fixed relative
prices of the shift of a unit of time from work to, respectively, unemployed
and home time. If Wu/PQ and WN/pQ (the real prices of unemployed and
home time) were zero-the simple Okun's law case-each manhour shifted
from work would cause the loss of the average product of that manhour (q).
But, since these two terms are positive, the value of the loss is less than output per manhour, and would be zero in the extreme case of equality among
the three terms.14The bulk of this paper consists of a detailed assessment of
these two terms, [b] and [c], for the case of a temporary change in the employment rate. The contribution of [a], representing the productivity loss,
has been estimated previously and requires no special attention in the temporary case (although it is the main topic in the final section below on the
permanent case).

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS ON THE GENERAL APPROACH

Equation (9) may appear to be incomplete, because it excludes the effect
of a changing employment rate on the price of unemployed time and home
time. When market output declines and fewer purchased goods are available to be combined with an increased amount of home time, the value of
that home time must decline. Similarly, the value of unemployed time is
14. The term outsidethe brackets,PQ/PZ, will simplybe 1.0 if both price indexes are
definedwith the currentperiod as base year.
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lower when fewer jobs are available. While these effects do occur, they are
completely offset by the increase in the value of the remaining market
goods, since relatively more time is available to combine with them (for example, a television set is more valuable when more hours are available for
viewing it).15
Equation (9) indicates the rather stringent conditions necessary to validate the extreme view that a change in the employment rate would have no
effect on welfare. One possibility is that the change in productivity (dq/de)

and the terms [q - (Wu/PQ)] and [q - (WN/pQ)] are all zero. Empirical
studies of Okun's law indicate that in temporary recessions dq/de is positive. As for the other two terms, real output can be divided between the
after-tax real income of labor [(w/pQ)M], the after-tax real income to
capital (K), and the real tax revenue of the government (I):
(10)

Q_M=KM?K+T.

PQ

When (10) is divided by total market manhours (M) and when the real price
of home time is subtracted from both sides of the equation, the difference
between average productivity (q = Q/M) and the real price of home time
can be written as
(11)

=

q-PQ

(wPAS

)

+

?+

T

A similar expression can be written for unemployed time.
Thus the difference between average productivity and the real price of
home time can be zero only if the price of home time is equal to the market
wage, capital yields no income, and there are no taxes. In the context of the
U.S. economy, average productivitymust be at least double the real price of
15. The nominalvalue of final commodityoutput is identicalto the sum of the "payments"to the factors that producefinal output:
(a)

PZZ

= PQQ +

WUU +

VNN.

After both sides of (a) are divided through by pz, the total response of real final commodity output to a change in the employmentrate is
b)

dZ
de

PQ dQ

p z d-e

wu dU +WN dN + Qd(pQ/pz) +
de
pz de
pz _de

d(wu/pz) + Nd(wN/Pz)
de
de

But when equation (7) is substitutedinto (6), dZ/de is equal to the first three terms of
equation (b). Thereforethe final three terms, representingthe effect of a changingemployment rate on the relative prices of market commodities, unemployed time, and
home time, must sum to zero.
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home time, since the income of capital and tax revenues make up almost
exactly half of gross national product (GNP).16 Thus in the temporary case
the shift of a manhour away from market activity causes the loss not only
of the after-taxwage per hour, but also of the income earned on that hour by
the (fixed) capital stock and all the sales, corporate, and personal taxes
earned by government.17Therefore, from the outset the extreme view is
plainly incorrect in the case of a temporary recession, since all three terms
in (9) are positive. For the extreme view to be correct in the permanent
case, a reduction in the unemployment rate must cause a sufficient decline
in productivity (that is, dq/de must be sufficiently negative) to offset the
positive contributions of the last two terms in equation (9), which represent
the higher value of working rather than not working for those who would
like to be employed.
Some commentators have claimed that (11) is irrelevant in a world with
W = Wu = WN andno taxeson the groundsthat a reductionin the employ-

ment rate can cause no change in final commodities (dZ/de = 0) even if the
income of capital is positive. But this is incorrect in the temporary case because, as long as the income of capital is positive, [q - (W/PQ)] is positive;
and thus the net effect in (9) can be zero only if dq/de is sufficientlynegative
that is, if productivity increases when the employment rate declines in a
recession. However negative the value of dq/de may be in the permanent
case (discussed below), the empirical fact is that it is positive in the temporary case and therefore dZ/de is positive even in the absence of taxes.
The general expression (9) may also appear to be incomplete in its failure
to include unemployment compensation explicitly. Surely, some may remark, the welfare cost of higher unemployment must depend inversely on
the size of unemployment benefits; unemployed individuals must be better
off now than was a person unemployed for the same duration in the 1930s.
This view is true for the individual. But it ignores the distinction between
the private cost of unemployment, which is reduced by unemployment
compensation, and the social cost, which may be increased as the compensation induces individuals to remain unemployed longer. In this sense unemployment compensation is not irrelevant to calculations of welfare cost,
as one might be tempted to argue on the grounds that it is simply a transfer
16. In 1971 compensationof employees minus personal tax and nontax payments
was $527.1 billion, or 50.2 percentof GNP.
17. Depreciationis assumedto be a functionof time ratherthan of capital utilization.
Therefore, a reduction in labor input causes a reduction in gross income to capital
without any offsettingsaving in the form of reduceddepreciation.
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from one set of individuals to another that does not affect the total real income available to society. Like most taxes and subsidies, unemployment
compensation produces a substitution effect, which reduces the price of unemployed time relative to work and with it the total amount of final commodities (Z) available to society.
Also missing from (9) are explicit terms for changes in formal education
and on-the-job training. Time spent in formal education is classified with
home time (N), and the return per hour of education is considered a part of
the shadow price of home time (wN). Formal education therefore causes no
problem other than those of any other use of home time if the shift of an
hour from work to that activity is evaluated at the appropriate shadow
price. Both employee- and employer-financedon-the-job training have two
effects that in principle should be taken into account. First, they raise the return per hour of "work" above market output per manhour (q) and cause
the two final terms of (9) to underestimate the social cost of the shift of an
hour from work to unemployed or home time. Second, on-the-job training
may depreciate during unemployment or a spell out of the labor force, imposing a social cost-"unlearning-by-not-doing"-beyond that written explicitly in (9). While these effects are not included in (9) to keep that expression relatively simple, a crude estimate of their relative importance will be
made below.18

The Economicsof SearchingandWaiting
How does higher cyclical unemployment affect the price of unemployed
time? Can a conclusion be reached on the approximate empiricalmagnitude
of the net sacrifice in income when hours shift from work to search:
(q _w)

dU?

PQ

18. A minorproblemis raisedby the use of derivativesin (9) to measurechangesthat
may be relativelylarge. Consumersurpluscan be measuredaccuratelyif the price terms
in (9) are evaluatedmidway betweentheir initial and final values, as in the discussion
of the price of home time below. If for example WU2= wul + Awu, and the estimate
Wu= 0.5(wu1 + WU2) is used, the term wuAM becomes wu1AM + 0.5AwuAM and is

identicalto expression(5') in Arnold C. Harberger,"ThreeBasic Postulatesfor Applied
Welfare Economics: An InterpretiveEssay," Journal of EconomicLiterature,Vol. 9
(September1971),p. 788. The presentpapervaluesthe shift of an hour away from work
activity at the excess of its marginalsocial benefitover its marginalsocial cost and thus
is consistent with the postulates in Harberger'sessay, in which a number of possible
objectionsto the approachare consideredand rejected.
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The idea that extra search time has a value that is deducted from the net
sacrifice of higher unemployment may appear to pose a paradox. Some
may argue that it is higher unemployment itself that imposes the burden of
extra search, and dispute a conceptual framework that appears to treat the
value of unemployed time as a positive quantity ratherthan as a deadweight
loss.
The view that extra unemployed time caused by a recession is a deadweight loss rests, however, on an arbitraryapplication of the distinction between voluntary and involuntary unemployment. The proponents of this
view may agree that (except for structural unemployment) the unemployment in initial equilibrium serves the social purpose of sorting workers into
the most appropriatejobs.19 But, they would claim, an upward departure
from this equilibrium unemployment rate serves no such purpose, since
employees who in equilibriumwere content with their jobs are now searching against their will. However, the price of unemployed time (wu) must be
positive if it has a positive opportunity cost, and the victims of cyclical unemployment have at least two alternatives: They may either consume home
time having a price WN or engage in market work activity that is instantaneously availablewithout search, for example, selling apples at an hourly wage
of wa, These alternatives set a minimum value for the price of search time.
In this sense unemployment that appears to be involuntary is actually voluntary, since the unemployed can choose not to look for a job if the hourly
return to unemployment falls below these minimum levels. A married
woman may have a high value of WN relative to wu when her children are
smali, but she may enter the labor force as her children reach the age at
which her WN falls below her wu.
The mere fact that the price of search time is positive does not necessarily
mean that it is high relative to the previous market wage. The prices of
search time and of home time, and the hourly return from selling apples,
may all be sufficientlylow (or even negative for some adult males) to reduce
substantially the income of an individual who loses his job in a recession.
While some would underestimatethe price of search time by assuming it to
be zero, others may overestimate it by setting it equal to the reservation
price or acceptance wage of the unemployed (that is, the minimum wage at
19. A large percentageof both quits and layoffs affectsemployeeswith very shortjob
tenure, presumablyreflecting,in the case of quits, dissatisfactionwith jobs by the employeesand, in the case of layoffs, dissatisfactionwith employeesby firms.See Robert E.
Hall, "Turnoverin the Labor Force," BPEA (3:1972), p. 723.
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which an unemployed individual will accept a job). The social opportunity
cost is lower than the after-tax acceptance wage by the amount of any unemployment compensation or welfare payments that society gives to the
unemployed individual.

THE PRICE OF TIME DURING UNEMPLOYMENT

The price of unemployed time can be defined more precisely by considering in some detail the decision to accept or refuse a job offer. The marginal
cost of refusing a job offer at the acceptance wage (y) is the forgone income
at that wage rate, net of taxes and earning costs (commuting, uniforms, for
example) amounting to a fraction (h) of the forgone income:20
MC = (1

(12)

-

h)y.

The time period over which (12) applies is the expected interval between
job offers, which might be one day or six months.
In considering a job offer, the unemployed individual balances the cost of
refusal, given by (12), against the marginal return from refusal, which has
several elements: (1) for a worker who has been laid off, the prospective
value of recall to his old job at his old wage (wo), where wois greaterthan y;
(2) to a worker who continues searching, the prospective value of an offer
at the mean value of acceptable offers (x), where x is greaterthan y; (3) to a
worker who continues some minimum amount of search activity, the value
of unemployment compensation benefits (b) and the cost of expenditures
for search, such as bus fares, shoe leather, and the like, c(s), which depend
on the fraction of time devoted to search, s; (4) to a worker who spends
only a fraction (s) of his time searching, the value of home time consumed,
(1

-

S)WN.

In Appendix A, these elements of the marginal return to refusing an offer
at the acceptance wage are developed in a formal model. Together with
equation (12), expressingthe marginal cost of refusing an offer, the model is
used to derive several results that characterize the search process. The
model is also used to check some of the empirical results presented below
that are based on equation (12).
20. My treatmentof commuting costs as equivalentto a proportionalincome tax
assumesthat the value of time spent in commutingis proportionalto the wage rate and
that there are no nonproportionalelementsof transportcost.
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The price of unemployed time (wu) requiredfor the purpose of this paper
is the return to society of job refusal, consisting of the return to the unemployed individual minus the unemployment benefits paid by the rest of
society to the unemployed. This price (wu) can thus be expressed as either
marginal cost in (12) or marginal revenue as developed in Appendix A, in
both cases reduced by the amount of unemployment benefits. Using the
expression for marginal cost, the result is
(13)

wu = (1-h)y-b.

The minimum acceptable wage set by an unemployed individual defines his
private opportunity cost in activities other than work, but his social opportunity cost is reduced by the amount of unemployment compensation, since
his acceptance of a job confers on society an external benefit in the form of
lower taxes to finance unemployment compensation. A possible "congestion" effect, which further reduces the social relative to the private opportunity cost, would be imposed if the decision to refuse a job lowered the
probability of finding a job for others, but this refinementis not made here.
Figure 1 decomposes the social cost of time spent in unemployment. In
the initial situation unemployment has an average duration t1 - to, with a
shadow price of unemployed time of wu0. The welfare cost consists of
capital income and taxes (areas A + B); unemployment compensation
(area C); and the cost of search activity (area D), which depends on the
acceptance wage (yo) and which reduces the minimum acceptable wage below the expected wage offer.21Together, these four areas measure the social
cost per person unemployed. In a recession the reduction in the acceptance
wage from yo to Yi for any given duration of unemployment imposes an
extra cost (area E) on each original hour of unemployment. In addition
extra hours of unemployment are experiencedas both the number of unemployment spells and their average duration rise. In the new situation, each
spell has an extra social cost measured by extending the average duration of
unemployment (area F). At recession values of the price of unemployment
(wul) and of duration (t2 -to), the social welfare cost for each of the larger
number of spells is now equal to the total value of areas A through F.
21. The diagramassumes that the mean expectedwage (x) is equal to the previous
wage (wo).If searchwerecostless,the minimumacceptancewagewould be set equalto x,
since marginal revenue is zero in appendix equation (A-2) when y = x and when
, = b = c = 0 and s = 1.
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EmpiricalEvidence on the Social Cost of Unemployment
The task of this section is to measure the effect of higher cyclical unemployment on the social cost of unemployed time, as represented in (9) by
the term
(q- _u)

dU,

and this requires data on two magnitudes that are not reported in the aggregate labor force statistics: the price of unemployed time (wu) and the
number of hours shifted into unemployment (dU).22 Two methods are
available for estimating the price of unemployed time (wu), based either on
(13), which states that wUequals the after-tax acceptance wage minus the
rate of unemployment compensation, or on appendix equation (A-2),
which requires much more information on the components of marginal
revenue from refusing an offer. Here the first route will be used to estimate
the level of wu; Appendix A uses plausible values of the elements of marginal revenue to provide a cross-check on these results. The following sections of the text turn to the estimation of hours spent in unemployment (U)
and their response to higher unemployment (dU/de).

THE PRICE OF UNEMPLOYED TIME

Relevant evidence on the price of unemployed time is collected in Table 1
from several studies of unemployed individuals. Lines 1, 2, and 7 are studies
of workers displaced by plant shutdowns; lines 4 and 6 refer to unemployed
teenagers; and lines 3 and 5 concern search activity of all demographic
groups without restriction on the source of unemployment. The table summarizes information available on the relation between the wage rate on
previous jobs (wo) and both the acceptance wage (y) and the wage rate on
acceptedjobs (wl). Also listed are the monthly rates of decay of the acceptance or offer wage rate and the ratio of unemployment benefits to the wage
rate on the previous job. Numerous cells are empty because the studies
asked widely different questions.
22. The price of marketoutput (PQ)is an index numberand can be arbitrarilyset at
1.0.
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The range for relative acceptance wages (y/wo) is quite wide at first
glance-from 71.8 to 97.9 percent of the previous wage rate-but closer inspection narrows it. Kasper's high figure should be excluded since it resulted from the question "What wage. . . are you (currently) seeking?" and
thus differs from the desired concept of a minimumwage below which an
offer will be refused.23The other studies asked specifically about minimum
acceptable wages; for example, Sheppard and Belitsky asked: "When
you've been looking for a new job, do you have some hourly wage or weekly
salary that you won't go below-that is, do you have in mind some minimum wage or salary? [If so,] what is the hourly rate, or weekly salary?"24
Another possible ground for excluding certain responses is a previous
wage that was relatively high or low. In the large sample of displaced defense workers surveyed by Folk and Hartman, the ratio y/wo has a strong
negative relation with the level of wO.25This result might be explained by a
variant of the permanent income hypothesis: Workers at either extreme
might consider their previous wage unusual and expect the wage on their
next jobs to be closer to the average in the community. High-wage defense
workers may have been working with relatively large amounts of firmspecific human capital which the plant shutdowns made obsolete, while the
low-wage workers may have been relatively unskilled and may have expected to remain so on their next job. In the case of Dorsey's study, the
23. Hirschel Kasper, "The Asking Price of Labor and the Duration of Unemployment,"ReviewofEconomicsandStatistics,Vol.49 (May 1967),p. 168.StanleyStephenson
includedboth types of questionsin his study:
(a) "Whathourlywage rate or weeklytake home pay would you like to earn on this
job you are looking for?"
(b) "Whatis the minimumhourlywage rate or minimumweekly take home pay you
would accept at present?"
Stephensonhas informedme that the mean responseto (a) was $2.78 for whites and
$2.74 for blacks, but that to (b) was only $2.00 for whites and $1.93 for blacks. See
Stanley P. Stephenson, Jr., "The Economics of Job Search: A Biracial Analysis of
Youth Job SearchBehavior"(paper presentedat the 1972annualmeetingof the EconometricSociety; processed).
24. HaroldL. Sheppardand A. HarveyBelitsky,TheJob Hunt:Job-SeekingBehavior
of UnemployedWorkersin a Local Economy(Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), p. 39. The
figuresin column(8) of Table 1includeonly those individualswho answered"yes"to the
first question(69 percent)and are subjectto an unknownbias from the omission of the
remainder.
25. Computedfrom frequencydistributionin Hugh Folk and Paul Hartman,Pensions and SeverancePay for DisplacedDefense Workers(U.S. Arms Control and DisarmamentAgency, 1969),Table IV-9, p. 114.
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low ratio of y/wo can be explained similarly by the high previous wage
level, which workers knew was due to an aggressive union and would not
be attainable once the Mack plant had closed.26 At the other extreme, the
minimum acceptance wage of teenagers in the Perrella study responds less
with age than the actual wage, so y/wo declines from 96 percent in the
youngest group (16-17 years) to 82 percent in the oldest (20-21) years.27
The discrepancybetween the Perrella and Stephenson results for teenagers
is explained almost entirely by the older average age of Stephenson's sample and its limitation to males.
Because the Sheppard and Belitsky study includes a random sample of
unemployed workers rather than just that subset caused by a plant shutdown, and their group would not appear to have had atypical previous
wage rates, their values of y/wo for adult men and adult women seem
reasonable estimates for the United States as a whole. Perrella'svalues will
be used for teenagers, since they are consistent with Stephenson's but cover
a larger and more representative sample. Because evidence on the rate of
decay of the acceptance wage as time passes is so scanty, I assume a constant y/wo ratio throughout unemployment.
The next ingredient in the estimation of the price of search time is the
rate of unemployment compensation relative to the previous wage rate.
The ratios of about 36 percent reported in column (12) of Table 1 understate the size of unemployment benefits for those covered by the unemployment insuranceprogram, both because programs have been liberalized
since the early 1960s and because benefit rates must be compared with
after-tax rather than before-tax wage rates. In 1971 the average weekly
benefit paid under state unemployment insurance programs was $54.59.28
Average gross weekly earnings in the private nonagriculturaleconomy, adjusted for fringe benefits, were $142.55.29 Thus the benefit-earnings ratio
appears to be 38.3 percent.
26. "In a letter to the employees on October 10, 1958, the company indicated its
dissatisfactionwith the incentivewage situation,which at that time providedan average
incentiverate for Mack workersof over $3.50 an hour, as comparedwith the average
rate elsewherein the automotive-truckmanufacturingindustryof $2.51 an hour."John
W. Dorsey, "The Mack Case: A Study in Unemployment,"in Otto Eckstein (ed.),
Studiesin the Economicsof IncomeMaintenance(BrookingsInstitution,1967),p. 177.
27. Vera C. Perrella,"Young Workersand their Earnings,"MonthlyLaborReview,
Vol. 94 (July 1971),Table 1, p. 4. Age-specificresultsarenotpresentedseparatelyby sex.
28. MonthlyLabor Review, various issues, statistical section, Table 10.
29. Average weekly earningsfrom EconomicReport of the PresidentTogetherwith
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But this estimate is faulty for at least two reasons: because only a fraction
of the unemployed receive unemployment benefits, and because the average
earnings of those who become unemployed are lower than the average for
all employed individuals. In 1971 only 43.1 percent of the unemployed were
covered under the state unemployment insurance program.30Many of the
remainderwere teenagersliving with their parents, or wives whose husbands
remained employed; neither of these two groups would have been eligible
for welfare or food stamps. Some of the uncovered unemployed-for example, teenagers living alone, single adult women, and adult males in uncovered industries-may have received welfare payments or food stamps,
which are conceptually identical to unemployment benefits if they are contingent on remaining unemployed. In the absence of detailed information,
20 percent of the uncovered unemployed will be assumed to have received
other government compensation, raising "effective" coverage to 54.5 percent, which, when multiplied by the average covered benefit of $54.59,
yields an "effective" benefit of $29.75.
As for the average previous wage (wo) of the unemployed, a study by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of those unemployed five weeks and more in
1961 found that, on the average, they had earned about $70 per week on
their last job, whereas average weekly earnings adjusted for fringe benefits
in 1961 were $89.87.31In 1971the averageprevious wage of the unemployed
was presumably lower relative to average hourly earnings because during
the previous decade the composition of the unemployed had shifted toward
women and teenagers to a greater extent than the composition of the employed. This demographic shift implies a 1971 average wage of the unemployed equal to 69 percent of the average hourly earnings of the employed,
or $98.31.32 An adjustment for taxes and commuting expense brings the
the AnnualReportof the Councilof EconomicAdvisers,January1973, Table C-31. Hereafter this documentwill be referredto as EconomicReport,followed by the year. The
adjustmentfor fringebenefitsis calculatedas the ratio of compensationof employeesto
wages and salaries;ibid.,Table C-15.
30. ManpowerReport of thlePresident,1972, Tables A-14 and D-5. Hereafterthis
documentwill be referredto as ManpowerReport,followed by the year.
31. Earningson last job of the unemployedis from Robert L. Stein, "WorkHistory,
Attitudes, and Income of the Unemployed,"MonthlyLaborReview,Vol. 86 (December
1963), p. 1410. Average hourly earnings adjustedfor fringe benefits in 1961 is from
EconomicReport,1973, Table C-31.
32. Using separateweightsfor eight age-sexgroups,the ratio (R) of the averagewage
with unemploymentweights to the averagewage with employmentweights fell from
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relevant after-tax weekly earnings figure down to $61.20, and thus the
"effective" unemployment benefit is 48.6 percent of the relevant after-tax
wage rate.33
These estimates can now be combined in an estimate of the price of
search time if equation (13) is rewritten:
(14)

Wu=

-w

(l-h)]

wo (1-h)

The estimate of wuis then only 34.2 percent of the previous after-taxwage,
or only $20.93 per week for 1971.34 It thus pays the average unemployed
individual to remain unemployed if the expected present value of an extra
week of search exceeds $20.93. This estimate, as small as it may seem,
probably overstates the price of search time, since it ignores the congestion
effect of job refusal in reducing the price of search time for others.
0.881 in 1961 to 0.780 in 1971, where
R

= IiiUi.

Ii is averageweekly earningsof group i relative to males aged 35-44, from George L.
Perry,"ChangingLabor Marketsand Inflation,"BPEA (3:1970), p. 440, and Usand E,
are, respectively,the shares of total unemploymentand employmentof group i, from
ManpowerReport,1972, Tables A-10 and A-15. The 1961 surveyestimatedthe average
previous wage of the unemployedto be 77.9 percent of averagehourly earnings;this
fraction multipliedby R1971/R1961 correctsfor the demographicshift betweenthe two
years if the relativewages withineach demographicgroup remainedconstant.
33. Two months of unemploymentwould cause a loss of income of $852.02, which
in 1971 would reduce personalincome tax liability by $152.00 on the assumptionof a
joint return using standard deductions filed by a marriedcouple with two children.
Social securitycontributionswould be reducedby $44.31, and state income tax in, for
example,Illinois would be reducedby $21.30 (a rate of 2.5 percenton income above an
exemption of $1,000 per person). This amounts to an effective marginalrate of 25.5
percent,comparedwith 26.8 percentcalculatedby Feldstein for a similar situation in
Massachusetts;see "Loweringthe PermanentRate of Unemployment,"Preliminary
Report preparedfor the Joint Economic Committeeby MartinS. Feldstein and Associates (no date; processed), p. 79. In addition, I make an adjustmentfor commuting
expense of $4.50 per week (five round trips without transfersat current fares on the
ChicagoTransitAuthority),plus $1.50 per hour for five hours per week for the loss of
home time duringcommuting.
34. The firsttermin (14), y/wo, is a weightedaverageof the valuesin Table 1, column
(8), for the Sheppard-Belitskyand Perrellastudies.Weightsare based on the shareof the
increasein unemploymentbetween 1969 and 1971 of six demographicgroups,men and
women aged 16-19, 20-24, and 25 and over. The value of y/wo for men and women
20-24 is assumedto be a simple averageof the values for the 16-19 and 25 and over
groups.The result of this calculationis a weightedaverageof 0.828, minusthe value of
b/[wo(l - h)] calculated above of 0.486, which equals 0.342 of the after-taxwage of
$61.20.
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HOURS SPENT IN SEARCH

No evidence on the intensity of search activity is available for an
economy-wide sample.35But the scattered evidence appears to imply many
fewer than forty hours per week devoted to search, and suggests that unemployment increases home time considerably more than search time, even
for those who do not expect to be rehired. Since the estimates of hours
spent in search do not play a crucial role in the final conclusions on the welfare cost of higher unemployment, the detailed discussion of the evidence is
relegated to Appendix C. The outcome is an estimate that the average unemployed individual spends only about 8.4 hours per week in search
activity.

The Price of Home Time
The low apparent intensity of search activity derived from the scattered
evidence in Appendix C suggests that recent economic theory may have put
too much emphasis on the economics of search and too little on the "economics of waiting." Furthermore,the distinction between conventional and
disguised unemployment virtually disappears in light of this evidence that
both groups are primarily occupied with home activity. Of those who are
past the first month of relatively intensive search, the subset that claims to
have searchedin the past four weeks and is thereby classified as unemployed
may be distinguished from the subset classified as "not in labor force"
more by its desire to retain unemployment benefits than by a significantly
different pattern of daily activity.
Previously suggested imputations for the price of nonmarket activity
have ranged from the market wage rate in studies of passenger transport to
Tobin's suggestion that the time spent by laid-off employees awaiting recall
is a "deadweight loss," perhaps influenced by remarks in Bakke's depression case studies-"My time has no value," and "Of course if I figured in
35. Aggregatedata are collected only on the numberof job-searchtechniquesused,
not on the frequencyof their use (for example,the numberof visits to firms)or on the
numberof hoursdevotedto each technique;they arereportedfor 1970-71 in ThomasF.
Bradshaw,"JobseekingMethods Used by UnemployedWorkers,"MonthlyLaborReview, Vol. 96 (February 1973), pp. 35-40.
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my own time, that wood would cost me as much as if I bought it, but my
time isn't worth anything when I don't have a job."36
As long as work does not yield utility directly (beyond the money it provides)-an assumption to be questioned below-the standard assumption
is that, for participants in the labor force, "the value of their time equals
their wage rate."37Labor force participantsare assumed to vary their hours
of work (H) to equate the market real wage rate to their real price of time
(wN), which can be defined by
(15)

WNi

=f(H(e),wj(e),A),

where i refers to one family member, wjis the real market wage of the other
family member, and A is the nonwage income of the family.38Both H and
Wiare written as functions of the aggregate employment rate to reflect the
effect of a cyclical recession on hours and unemployment of other family
members. The cyclical response of wNi is then the total derivative of (15)
with respect to the aggregate unemployment rate:
(16)

dwNf _

de

Of d
OH de

Ow3de'

Here, af/OH is the inverse of the uncompensated substitution effect of an
increase in the market wage on work effort; when this term is positive, as it
appears to be in most studies for marriedwomen, a cyclical decline in hours
causes a reduction in the price of time. Similarly, for married women,
Of/Owjis the effect of the husband's wage on the wife's price of time and is
presumably positive. Both the husband's earnings and nonwage income
provide goods that raise the marginal product of home time, and thus a
36. E. Wight Bakke, The UnemployedWorker:A Study of the Task of Making a
LivingWithouta Job (Yale UniversityPressfor the Instituteof HumanRelations, 1940),
pp. 169, 200. For a brief survey of the literatureon passengertransportsee Reuben
Gronau, The Value of Time in PassengerTransportation:ThleDemandfor Air Travel
(Columbia University Press for the National Bureau of Economic Research, 1970),
pp. 57-58.
37. Reuben Gronau,"The IntrafamilyAllocation of Time: The Value of the Housewives' Time" (paper presented at Conference on Research in Income and Wealth,
November4-6, 1971; processed),p. 6.
38. A similarequationis formallyderivedin AppendixI of JamesHeckman,"Shadow
Prices, Market Wages,and Labor Supply," working paper (National Bureau of Economic Research,October 1972; processed).Heckman'sequation (3) differsonly by includingextratermsfor pricesof goods (assumedconstantin this paper)and for previous
events exogenousto the currentproblem,for example,educationand children.
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cyclical decline in the husband's earnings through unemployment or short
hours reduces the wife's price of time.
Most recent labor supply studies have emphasized estimation of the
labor supply response in (16) and have provided little information on the
level of the price of time. Yet the crude assumption that the price of time
equals the market wage is unsatisfactory for several reasons.
First, personal direct taxes and commuting costs drive a wedge between
the value of a worker's marginal product and his net earnings. Since his
labor supply decisions presumably depend on the latter, the price of home
time must lie below the level of average hourly (gross) earnings.
Second, just as unemployment benefits reduce the price of search time
relative to the acceptance wage, so the availability of welfare benefits reduces the price of home time. Any government payment that is contingent
on not working has the same effect as direct taxes on work income.
Third, even without taxes the acceptance wage lies below the average
market wage when search is costly and requires the sacrifice of earnings to
locate jobs paying a wage rate above the acceptance wage.
Fourth, any negative or positive psychic income yielded by work must be
added to the market wage before it is compared with the price of time.
Finally, for nonparticipantsin the labor force no observation is available
on the market wage. The price of time is presumably higher for nonparticipants than for others with the same education and skills, but by an undetermined amount.39Fortunately, this problem is not serious here, because the
analysis requires an estimate of the price of time only for those who reduce
their hours of work or lose their jobs. If they were working prior to the
recession their price of time could not have been higher than the relevant
market wage rate after taxes.

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON THE PRICE OF HOME TIME

The estimation of the price of home time for those who reduce their
hours, become unemployed, or leave the labor force during a cyclical recession requiresknowledge of the intercept and slope of the appropriateaftertax labor supply curve, which can be read from right to left as a demand
39. An analysisof this problemis containedin Reuben Gronau,"The WageRates of
Women: A SelectivityBias," working paper (National Bureauof Economic Research,
September1972; processed).
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curve for home time, as depicted in Figure 2 by the schedule LL'. First,
however, a troublesome difficulty must be resolved. Imagine that the curve
LL' has been estimated from a cross-section consisting of two observations,
at A and B. There are two quite different interpretations of this aggregate
schedule:
(1) The individuals are identical and each has a supply curve LL'. Then
the value of home time is LADO for the first and LBCO for the second. The
average price of home time for an individual who leaves the labor force in a
recession is thus halfway between his net wage (w1 or w2) and the intercept
of the supply curve (OL). The triangles w1ALand w2BLare the lost rent on
inframarginal hours due to labor market departure.
(2) The individuals are different, each having a horizontal supply curve
w1A and w2B respectively-which intersects the two labor demand
schedules at A and B, respectively. In this case the average price of home
time is the net wage (w1 or w2).
Figure 2. The Price of Home Time for the Unemployedor Partially
Employeda
Real
wage

L'

B
W2

A
WI

L

0

D

C
Hoursper year

See discussion in text.
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Since, as far as I know, labor economists have provided no evidence on
which of these interpretations is correct, I will assume that the truth lies
halfway between the two. Thus the average price of home time will be
taken as the intercept of the supply curve plus 75 percent of the difference
between the net wage and the intercept. The net wage is the estimated acceptance wage adjusted for taxes and working costs.
Since the labor supply behavior of adult men, adult women, and teenagers differs in character, evidence on each group will be evaluated
separately.
Mar}ied women. For marriedwomen with no access to welfare payments,
the price of home time at the mar-gin,after adjustment for search costs,
taxes, and commuting expense, is estimated at approximately $1.85 per
hour in 1971.40 Innumerable previous studies have estimated the labor
supply curve, and a complete survey of them is beyond the scope of this
paper. Some recent estimates are presented in the first section of Table 2.
Despite other differences,the elasticity of hours with respect to changes in
the wage rate appears to fali in a relatively narrow range, between 0.66 and
0.95. The estimates of the intercept along the zero hours axis differs substantiafty, ranging between - $0.68 per hour and $0.79 per hour. This dispersion should be expected, since the samples in these studies contain few
observations near the axes, and there is no reason to expect a uniformly
linear relationship.41Because the final results are not sensitive to the choice
of intercept, I chose the origin. By this compromise technique, then, the
price of home time for women is 75 percent of $1.85, or $1.39.
Adult men. The evidence in section 2 of Table 2 suggests that the labor
40. The pretax hourly wage is taken as the 1960 "average potential wage" from
Reuben Gronau, "The Effect of Childrenon the Housewife'sValue of Time," Journal
of Political Economy,Vol. 81 (March/April 1973, Pt. 2), p. S199. Then this wage rate is
assumedto grow during1960-71 at the same rate as averagehourlyearningsin the U.S.
privateeconomy, from EconomicReport,1973, Table C-30. A fringe-benefitadjustment
is computed as the ratio of compensation of employees to wages and salaries, from
EconomicReport,Table C-15. This is convertedinto an acceptancewage by multiplying
by 0.806, the Sheppard-Belitskyratio of the acceptancewage to the previouswage for
adult women (from Table 1), and then adjustedfor a 37.7 percent deduction(as above
in the computationof wu)to reflectworkingcosts and taxes.
41. Hall presentsresults for nonlinearsupply curves, but on his curves for married
women with childrenthe closest points to the axes lie at about $1.00 per hour and 300
hours per year. Robert E. Hall, "Wages,Incomeand Hours of Work in the U.S. Labor
Force," in Glen G. Cain and Harold W. Watts(eds.), LaborSupplyandIncomeMaintenance(forthcoming).
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Table 2. Selected Evidence from Studies of Labor Supply Behaviora
Units of w = $1,000; units of H = hours per year
Unconpenisated response of Hi

Study
(1)

Year anid
data source
(2)

Group
covered
(3)

Holirly
wage
intercept
at H = O
(4)

Elasticity

Slope

w'
(5)

Wj
(6)

0.874

-1.204

dHi/dwvi dHi/dwy
(7)
(8)

1. Adult women

a. AshenfelterHeckmnan(I)
b. Heckman
c. Leibowitz

1960 U.S.
Census
1967 National
Longitudinal
Survey
1960 U.S.
Census

All adult
women
White wives,
30-44
Women over
14

-0.68

186

-148

0.66

n.a.

649

n.a.

-0.26

0.946

n.a.

202

n.a.

0.003

0.030

18

0.79

2. Adult men

a. AshenfelterHeckman (I)
b. AshenfelterHeckman (II)
c. Hall

1960 U.S.
Census
1967 Survey
of Economic

Adult men
Spouse present
but not

...

Opportunity

working

...

1967 Survey
of Economic
Opportunity

White
husbands,
20-59

...

-0.15

n.a.

lb

n.a.

-38

n.a.

n.a.

-78b

n.a.

Sources: See Appendix B.
a. H = hours of work
w = real wage

i = one family member
wj = real market wage of other family member
d = derivative.

b. Coefficient is statistically insignificant.
n.a. Not listed in source.

supply curve for adult men is essentially vertical with a slight backward
bend. Evidence based on the 1967 Survey of Economic Opportunity, with a
sample skewed toward low-wage individuals, indicates that white men work
approximately 2,000 hours per year even at an hourly wage rate of $1.00.42
Thus the average value of leisure time during the working day for an unemployed adult male is probably less than $1.00 per hour.
Despite the fact that unemployed men do not spend much time searching
for work after their first month of unemployment, the analytical framework
of the earlier unemployment model applies to the portion of unemployment devoted to "waiting." The marginal cost per week of remainingunemployed, as opposed to taking a job at the acceptance wage, is the after-tax
acceptance wage minus unemployment benefits, and is equally applicable
whether the individual actualiy goes out to search or waits at home. Searching or waiting is rational whenever the expected returns from not taking a
42. Hall, "Wages,Income and Hours of Work."Hall's wage rates are adjustedfor
federalincome tax but neithersocial securitynor state income taxes.
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job at the acceptance wage outweigh the costs. The estimated price of unemployed time (wu) sets an upper limit on the value of home time during
unemployment, since otherwise the returns from taking a job at the acceptance wage, net of taxes and forgone unemployment benefits, would be
smaller than the returns from staying at home.
The earlier estimate of the price of search time applied to all unemployed
individuals. For ali employed males in 1971 average gross weekly compensation was $180.94.43 Converted to an after-tax acceptance wage for the
unemployed, this is reduced to the much lower figure of $75.87 per week.44
On the assumption that all adult males are eligible for unemployment compensation at the average 1971 rate of $54.59 per week, the marginal weekly
cost of search time becomes $21.28, or about the same as the average for
all individuals. Divided into a forty-hour week, this comes to an hourly
cost of $0.53. This figure is applicable only to the period before unemployment benefits are exhausted, but this qualification would cover most of
those who become unemployed in moderate recessions.
The low imputed value of home time of the unemployed, at a rate of only
$0.53 per hour, may prove surprising. But if reasonably correct, it implies
that in this respect the situation of the adult unemployed male today is not
very differentfrom that of the subjects of Bakke's depression case studies,
who reported, "My time has no value." The crucial difference between
them is not in the effect of unemployment on the value of the husband's
time during normal working hours, but in the effect of unemployment on
the value of the wife's time and on the husband's time during normal
leisure hours. When the consumption of goods declines drastically, as in the
depression, the marginal product of all home time declines. Mealtime is
less pleasant when beans are on the plate instead of steak, and recreation
time less enjoyable when it must be spent at home rather than at the
43. Annual earningsof employed male civilians in 1970 from U.S. Bureau of the
Census, StatisticalAbstractof the UnitedStates, 1972 (1972), p. 328, are convertedto
1971, using EconomicReport, 1973, Table C-30, and adjustingfor fringe benefitsfrom
Table C-15.
44. The earliercalculationcited a study that indicatedthat the wage on the last job
for unemployedindividualsin 1961 was 77.8 percent of the averagefor all employed
individuals.Since roughly half of this differenceis due to the differentdemographic
composition of the employedand unemployed,I assumethat the appropriateratio for
adult males is 0.90. The ratio of the acceptancewage to previouswage is taken from
Table 1 above, for the Sheppard-Belitskyadult male sample (0.749). The adjustment
for taxes assumesthe samemarginalrateand commutingcost as did the earliercomputation of the overallprice of searchtime.
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movies.45 In the postwar period, on the other hand, unemployment benefits, improved net asset positions, and (most important) a shorter duration
of joblessness have cushioned the decline in the consumption of market
goods during unemployment.46 Another important change has been the
shift in consumption to durables, which remain in the household and help
to maintain the productivity of time even when income drops substantially.
Some may argue that $0.53 per hour is too high a value to impute to the
home time of unemployed males, since nonpecuniary benefits flow from
working in a society where work is the normal daytime activity of adult
males.47 A sample of 100 relatively low-paid blue-collar workers in a
Cleveland electronics factory was asked whether they would require a government payment higher or lower than their present wage to stay at home
instead of working. Seventy-five percent of the males responded that they
would requirea higher payment, 25 percent "the same," and nobody "less."
For women the respective percentages were 56.5, 39.2, and 4.3.48 This
evidence of the nonpecuniary costs of staying at home is also consistent
with the psychological studies of family tension caused by husbands who
stayed at home and interferedwith the family household routine during the
Great Depression.49 I find this argument rather persuasive and for the
present purpose am inclined to set the value of home time for adult males
at zero rather than at $0.53 per hour.
Teenagers. Since nationwide data on the acceptance wage of teenagers
have been collected (see Table 1), I accept these estimates after correction
for taxes, yielding a value of home time of $1.27 at the margin.50To main45. For detailedevidenceon the shift of leisuretime activitiesof the depressionunemployed, see George A. Lundberg, Mirra Komarovsky, and Mary A. Mclnerny,
Leisure:A SuburbanStudy(ColumbiaUniversityPress, 1934),and National Recreation
Association,"The LeisureHours of 5,000 People: A Report of a Study of LeisureTime
Activitiesand Desires"(New York: The Association, 1934; processed).
46. For detailed evidence on the relevant income elasticities of consumption, see
Michael Grossman, "Unemploymentand Consumption:Note," AmericanEconomic
Review,Vol. 63 (March 1973), pp. 208-13.
47. I am sure that, like me, other work-at-homeprofessorshave had to answerinquisitive neighborhoodchildren who ask, "Today's Wednesday-why aren't you at
work, mister?"
48. The unpublishedsurveywas taken by my student,T. George, at ClevelandElectronics, Inc., in February1973.
49. MirraKomarovsky,The UnemployedMan andHis Family:TheEffect of UnemploymentUpontheStatusof the Man in Fifty-nineFamilies(Dryden, 1940).
50. The Perrellastudyreportedin Table 1 yieldsan averageacceptancewage of $1.68
for men and $1.64for women.The averageof $1.66 is adjustedfor taxes on the assump-
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tain symmetry with the treatment of adult women a zero intercept of the
labor supply curve is assumed for teenagers, and the averagevalue of home
time is estimated at 75 percent of $1.27, or $0.95.
All workers. When these estimates for men, women, and teenagers are
weighted by the shares of each demographic group in 1971 unemployment,
the implied average price of home time for all unemployed individuals is
$0.70 per hour, or 42 percent of the previous wage ($61.20 per week). Multiplied by an average of 80 percent of unemployed time devoted to home
time ratherthan search (WN(l - s) in equation A-2), this makes the value of
home time 33.8 percent of the previous wage. This is very near the estimate
arrived at in the discussion of the table in Appendix A, in which the marginal revenue of job refusal is analyzed.

Summary of Effects for the TemporaryCase
The implications of the previous estimates are iliustrated in Table 3 for a
reduction of 1 percentage point in the unemployment rate from the 5.9 percent average of 1971. The first three lines summarize the "traditional"
Okun's law approach, which separates the increase in output into four
parts. The first three parts are the increases in manhours due to lower unemployment, entry into the labor force, and higher hours per employee.
The price at which higher manhours are evaluated differs for each source:
Labor force entrants have the lowest productivity since they consist almost
entirely of teenagers and adult women. Next is the unemployed group, containing a higher fraction of adult men than the labor force entrants. The
highest price is imputed to the increase in hours. Here the price used in
Table 3 (line ic) is private output per manhour, which probably understates
the value of increasedhours because they tend to be concentratedin durable
manufacturing.
Line 2 represents the increase in private productivity that characteristically occurs along with the reduction in unemployment. The specific
quantitative effects in lines 1 and 2 are based on Perry's estimates51-a 1
tion that teenagerspay social securitytax, half the personal income tax rate paid by
adultsin the previousexamples(becausemany teenagersearn so little over the year that
their income tax is either entirelyexempt or taxed at a low averagerate), and no state
income tax. Commutingexpense of $0.15 an hour is assumed.
51. Perry,"Labor Force Structure."
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Table 3. Welfare Effect of a TemporaryDecline of 1 Percentage Point in
the UnemploymentRate, 1971 Population and ProductivityLevels

Item in calculation
1. Increasein manhours,qdM
a. Lower unemployment
b. Entranceto labor force
c. Higher hours
2. Increasein productivity,Mdq
3. Total gain in market GNP

4. Reductionin searchtime by unemployed,
wusdU

Price per Total value
Manihours manhour (billions
(billions)
(dollars) of dollars)(1)
(2)
(3)
1.618
1.058
0.623

5.40
4.58
7.82

8.74
4.85
4.87

117.700

0.08

9.90

...

...

28.36

-0.367

0.57

-0.21

-1.260
-1.058
-0.623

0.57
1.01
2.88

-0.72
-1.07
-1.79

5. Reductionin home time,
wNdN + wu(l

-

s)dU

a. Less "waitingtime" by unemployed
b. Entranceto labor force
c. Higher markethours
6. Total change in output of "final
commodities"

...

...

24.57

Sources: See Appendix B.
a Column (1) times column (2), except line 2, which is explained in Appendix B.

percent reduction in unemployment is associated with a 2.7 percent increase
in GNP, or $28.36 billion in 1971, of which about two-thirds representsthe
extra manhours input and the remainder higher productivity.
Lines 4 and 5 in Table 3 evaluate the effects of lower unemployment on
the quantity of unemployed time and home time. The value of the increased
market activity is already included in line 1; lines 4 and 5 deduct that portion of the increased value of market hours that is offset by the reduced
value of hours devoted to search time and home time. The effect of lower
unemployment is split into two parts; line 4 measures the value of hours
that shift from search, and line 5a the time the unemployed spend "waiting"
at home. The shift in hours caused by labor force entry, reported in lines Sb
and 5c, is exactly the same as is reported in lines lb and Ic, but it is evaluated at a much lower price. Market activity yields a marginal product higher
than the value of time at home because each extra market hour raises (a) the
rent on inframarginal hours, (b) the income of capital, and (c) the income of government both through taxes on labor and taxes on capital.
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The net effect of all this is that the crude calculations of the absolute cost
of the recent recession quoted at the beginning of this paper survive nearly
intact from the "broader view." The Okun's law elasticity, defined as the
absolute change in final commodities divided by the level of market output
(dZ/Q), is reduced merely from 2.7 for the naive case that evaluates nonmarket activity at a zero price, to 2.3 when an appropriate price is applied
to nonmarket activity. However, to maintain symmetry with the rest of the
analysis, the elasticity should be redefined as the absolute change in final
commodities divided by the level of final commodity production:
(17)

dZ

dZ Q

Since Q/Z is about 0.45, the augmented elasticity with respect to the employment rate is about 1.0.52

The PermanentCase
The evidence summarized in Table 3 indicates that a 1 percentage point
reduction in the unemployment rate yields a net increase in output of final
commodities of over $24 billion. But part of this large differencein output
is transitory; it may be considerably smaller in the long run, for two states
of the economy that differ permanently by 1 percentage point in their unemployment rates. In fact there may be some positive unemployment rate
that is "optimal" in the sense that maintaining a permanentlylower unemployment rate results in a loss in net output-considering the loss in the
value of nonmarket activity-rather than a gain. The concept of an "optimum" unemployment rate, as used here, considers only the direct effects
on welfare of changes in unemployment and abstracts from the welfare
cost of the extra inflation indirectly caused by lower unemployment. The
optimum unemployment rate may be lower than the "natural" unemploy52. The estimationof Z raises complex questionsthat are beyond the scope of this
paper. My simple assumptionsare that each memberof the populationabove 16 years
of age has 5,096 total hours available per year for marketand nonmarketproduction
(allowing10 hoursperdayfor sleepand personalcare).This yieldsa total of 726.7billion
manhours,of which 157.8 billion are devotedto marketand 568.9 billion to nonmarket
activity. As a rough guess (let us not debate how to value after-workand weekend
hours), I assume a value of WN equal to one-thirdof GNP per marketmanhour($6.67
times 0.33 equals $2.20). Thus Z is GNP ($1,050 billion) plus WNN($1,263 billion), or
$2,313 billion.
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ment rate below which inflation continuously accelerates, and hence may
not be permanently sustainable.
The major purposes of this section are to amend Table 3 for any differences between the temporary and permanent cases and to indicate roughly
where the optimum unemployment rate might lie. The first subsection
below amends the estimate of labor input for the permanent case, and the
second attempts the more difficult tasks of estimating the permanent productivity of that extra labor input and the change in overall productivity
that may be brought about by a permanent reduction in the unemployment
rate.

CHANGES IN LABOR INPUT

Reduction in unemployment.Since the numeraire in both the temporary
and permanent cases is a 1 percentage point reduction in the unemployment rate, the extra manhours of employment caused by a reduction in
unemployment of this size are identical in Table 3 for the temporary case
and Table 4 for the permanent case.
Entrance to the laborforce. The response of labor force participation to
changes in the unemployment rate may be either larger or smaller in the
long run than it is in the short run. A greater long-run response may occur
if discouraged workers leave the labor force gradually after experiencing
unemployment. A regression of labor force participation on the current
unemployment rate alone (as in the regressions of Perry on which line lb
of Table 3 is based) indicates only the instantaneous response of participation to a change in unemployment and may understate the long-run response. A regression of participation on both the current unemployment
rate and a long series of past unemployment rates yields a mean lag in response of 10.5 quarters.53The total long-run response of the labor force
53. In the fittedregressionthe dependentvariableis"disguisedunemployment"(UD),
the deviation of the secondarylabor force participationrate from its trend, and the
independentvariableis the officialunemploymentrate (U):
UD = -0.043

+ 0.995UL.

(-10.5)
(11.9)
R2 = 0.836; standarderrorof estimate = 0.00337; sample period = 1954:1-1972:2.
The subscriptL on the independentvariable indicates its coefficientis the sum of a
series of twenty-eight distributed lag coefficients estimated by the polynomial distributedlag technique,with a fifth-degreepolynomialconstrainedto have a zero endpoint. Details on the constructionof UDare containedin my "Inflationin Recessionand
Recovery,"AppendixC.
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Table 4. Welfare Effect of a Permanent Decline from 5 Percent to
4 Percent in the UnemploymentRate, 1971 Population and
ProductivityLevels

Item in calculation
1. Increasein manhours,qdM
a. Lower unemployment
b. Entranceto labor force
c. Higher hours
2. Changein productivity,Mdq
3. Total gain in market GNP

4. Reduction in searchtime by unemployed,
wusdU

Manhours
(billions)
(1)
1.618
1.619
0.330
117.700
...

Price per Total value
manhour (billions
(dollars) of dollars)s
(3)
(2)
4.90
4.59
5.84
-0.05
...

7.93
7.43
1.93
-5.80
11.49

-0.367

0.57

-0.21

5. Reductionin hometime, WNdN + wu(1- s)dU
-1.260
a. Less "waitingtime" by unemployed
-1.619
b. Entranceto labor force
-0.330
c. Higher markethours

0.57
1.01
2.88

-0.72
-1.64
-0.95

6. Total changein output of "final
commodities"

...

...

7.97

Sources: Column (1), lines la, 2-5a, column (2), lines 4-5c, and column (3), lines 4 and 5a, are same as
Table 3. Sources for the other lines are explained in the text.
a. Column (1) times column (2) except line 2, which is explained in the text.

participation rate to a 1 percentage point change in the unemployment
rate is 0.995 percent, in contrast with the 0.400 percent that is estimated to
occur within the first two years.54Line lb of Table 4 reflects the full longrun effect of lower unemployment on labor force participation from my
time series regression.
Higher hours. Variations in hours act as a buffer to allow firms to adjust
labor input for temporary changes in demand without incurring the substantial costs of hiring, training, and separation involved in varying the
number of employees. Hours would be expected to respond less sensitively
to a permanent reduction in the unemployment rate than to a temporary
reduction, since firms that expect the higher output level to persist will be
54. Perry'scoefficientsused in line lb, Table 4, have a total response in the labor
force participationrate of 0.65 percent.Translatedinto percentagepoint changesin the
labor force participationrate, my long-runresponseis 0.61 point-from 60.39 to 61.0and Perry'sis 0.40 point.
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willing to hire and train additional workers in order to eliminate high-cost
overtime hours. But the response of hours to lower unemployment does not
necessarily disappear in the permanent case, because unexpected vacancies
will still occur as a consequence of random shifts in the demand for particular products. Firms will find these vacancies harder to fill in a lowunemployment economy and as a result will be forced to rely on overtime
hours to a greater extent than in a high-unemployment economy. In a
regression of hours per man on employment conditions, the long-run response appears to be about 53 percent of the response within the first year,
and so line Ic of Table 4 is set at 53 percent of the same line in Table 3.55

PRODUCTIVITY EFFECTS

The value of product contributed by the extra labor input in lines 1a, Ib,
and 1c of Table 4 cannot be measured without an estimate of the overall
productivity effect in line 2. The previous discussion of the temporary case
in Table 3 assumes that the output contribution of each additional worker
who shifts from unemployment or who moves into the labor force is equal
to the average product of all individuals in his demographic group. If these
newly employed persons win jobs producing an output greater than average, the effect of upgrading is treated in Table 3 as a consequence of productivity change rather than higher labor input. This allocation is arbitrary, and has no effect on the total change in output because productivity
change there is a residual calculated after subtraction of the contribution
of labor input from a statistical estimate of the increase in market output
(line 3). In the present discussion of the permanent case, however, no evi55. In the fitted regressionthe dependentvariableis "the unemploymentof hours"
(UH,the deviationof hours per man in the nonfarmlabor force from its trend)and the
independentvariableis the gap (G) betweenactual and potentialGNP:
UH= 0.0058 + 0.1152GL.
(3.6)
(5.3)
R2 = 0.755; standard error of estimate = 0.00361; sample period = 1954:1-1972:2.
The subscriptL on the independent variable indicates its coefficientis the sum of a
series of ten distributedlag coefficients estimated by the polynomial distributedlag
technique,with a third-degreepolynomialconstrainedto have a zero end-point.Details
on the constructionof UHare contained in my "Inflationin Recession and Recovery,"
AppendixC. The sum of coefficientsin this regressionis 0.2155 after four quartersand
0.1152 after ten quarters.Longer lags did not improvethe fit.
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dence exists on the total output response from which to compute a productivity residual, and hence the productivity effect must be measured
directly.
This section assumes that the effects of added labor input are limited to
the nonfarm private business sector (NPBS) and that labor input and productivity are fixed in the government, farm, and (market) household sectors. Within the NPBS the major long-run effect of increased labor input
is to increase the scale of operations. With a constant-returns production
function, the average productivity of labor is a function of the ratio of
labor to capital and other factors, but not of the scale of operations. A
lower unemployment rate stimulates investment until the capital stock is
raised sufficiently to equip the new workers with the same capital-labor
ratio as those working previously. Since the age structure of the population
does not change, there is no reason to expect a change in the average
wealth-income ratio, and without a shift in the production function no
change will occur in the capital-output ratio. Thus both the real wage and
real interest rate are unaffected. The extra plants will be neither more nor
less productive than the average, since in the long run the average age of
capital is a function only of the depreciation rate and the growth rate of
the economy, not of its overall scale.
Since the higher capital stock must be maintained by larger depreciation
deductions and returns to owners of capital, a portion of the increase in
output produced by the added labor input is unavailable for consumption
(if output and capital are to be maintained permanently at their higher
levels), and hence is not a net social benefit. This contrasts with the temporary case in which the capital stock is fixed, depreciation is assumed to
be fixed, and all of the increase in output is available for consumption.
Since income to capital in 1971 was 25.9 percent of NPBS output, only the
remaining 74.1 percent is available for private and government consumption on the assumption that the real rate of return is the same on the extra
capital as on the preexisting capital.56
This straightforwardconclusion that the average product of labor in the
NPBS is insensitive to the unemployment rate in the long run implicitly
assumes that all workers and jobs are identical and thus ignores the possibility of upgrading when the unemployment rate is reduced. Also ignored
56. Capitalincome includescapital consumptionallowances,corporateprofitsafter
tax, and after-taxinterest,rent, and income of nonfarmproperties.
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is the possible inefficiency of a high-pressure economy in reducing the
''spare tire of the unemployed" upon whom employers can call when they
have an unexpected increase in labor demand. These modifications are
considered next.
Upgrading. In his paper in this volume Okun estimates that when the
unemployment rate declines from 5 to 4 percent the average wage paid on
the extra jobs (45 percent of which are in durable manufacturing) is much
higher than the average wage received by those demographic groups (teenagers and adult women) contributing most of the extra labor input. Each
extra job pays on average 16 percent above the national average for all
wage and salary workers, but the average wage that each worker would
receive if he were paid the average for his demographic group is 22 percent
below the national average.57
If accepted at face value, Okun's estimates imply that the value of marginal product attached to the extra manhours of labor input in Table 4
should be 16 percent above the national average. But this exaggerates the
benefit of a permanent reduction in the unemployment rate for two important reasons. First, the increased share of high-wage durable manufacturing is a temporary cyclical phenomenon that will not last forever. Because
the demand for producer and consumer durables behaves according to an
acceleratormechanism, the production of durables is always relatively high
when the economy is expanding relatively rapidly. But in the long run,
when the economy is growing steadily at its potential rate of growth and
the capital stock of consumer and producer durables has adjusted to the
larger size of the market sector, the share of durables in output and employment should return to its "normal" (trend) level. The industrial composition of output in the long run should be insensitive to a permanent
change in the unemployment rate.58
Second, the average wage paid to a newly hired employee in durable
manufacturing is lower than the average wage received by all employees
in that sector. Low seniority, short previous experience, and subaverage
ability all suggest low relative wages for the unemployed, as is confirmed
by the result that in 1961 the unemployed earned 26 percent less on their
57. ArthurM. Okun, pp. 223, 224, this volume.
58. This is not strictly correct, since a lower unemploymentrate generateshigher
market income, and the income elasticity of demand for each sector is not identical.
However,long-runincome elasticitiesare not the same as the short-runelasticitiesthat
Okun considersand may be higherfor servicesthan for durablegoods.
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last job than the average for all employees.59Okun's approach allows for
this, since the newly hired employees can push the former occupants of
theirjobs upward in the wage structure. But even assuming that the distribution of employees across the wage structureis insensitive in the long run
to a change in the unemployment rate, the extra training required by the
newly hired and newly promoted workers surely imposes a cost on society
that Okun's approach ignores.
The analogy with capital equipment is instructive. Lower unemployment
raises labor input, and each new worker wili be equipped in the long run
with the same capital-labor ratio as incumbent workers. But the after-tax
return to capital required to finance the extra equipment must be subtracted from the average product of the new workers available for private
or government consumption. In the same way, each new worker will either
be less productive than those already working or will be equipped in the
long run with sufficient human capital in the form of on-the-job training
to become identical to them. In the latter case an estimate of the social cost
of upgrading is required. Since employers did not previously choose freely
to hire secondary workers, two possible interpretations of the cost of
upgrading are available:
(a) Secondary workers were not previously hired, despite the lower
wages at which they were available, because the cost of training and upgrading, and the cost of shorterjob tenure expected of teenagers and adult
women (which reduces the period of payoff from firms' training investment), exceeded the present value of the expected profits to be made from
the output produced by these workers.
(b) Secondary workers were not previously hired because employers
irrationally discriminated aginst them and did not know a good bargain
when they saw one.
The first interpretation implies that the extra wages that new workers
receive from the upgrading process provide no net benefit to the private
sector, because they are balanced by the cost of training and short tenure.
The second interpretation implies that some or most of the extra wages
represents a net benefit. Under both interpretations, all the taxes paid on
the extra product, both by the firm and by the employee, yield a net social
benefit.
A growing body of research on the relationship between work experience
59. Stein, "WorkHistory, Attitudes,and Income of the Unemployed,"p. 1410.
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and earnings indicates that a major cause of the earnings gap between men
and women is the interruption of work experience of women for spells out
of the labor force. First, the skills women acquire depreciate faster when
they leave the labor force, imposing a deadweight loss on society through
a reduction in the female labor force participation rate. Second, in leaving
the labor force women also lose the opportunity to acquirefurther experience. Since Polachek has estimated that roughly 50 percent of the malefemale earnings differential can be explained by the two factors together,
a permanent increase in the labor force participation rate tends to make
women more like men and reduces the training expense necessary to upgrade them into male jobs.60To reflectthis finding I set the averageproduct
of manhours permanently shifted into employment in Table 4, lines 1a and
lb, at a value midway between the average product based on demographic
weights used in Table 3 and the average product of all employees. For
higher hours (line ic) the average product of all employees is used.61
The "spare tire" theory. From an initial situation in which job vacancies
are equal to unemployment, what are the consequences of an increase in
aggregate demand sufficientto lower the unemployment rate by 1 percentage point-for example, from 5 percent to 4 percent?62The number of job
vacancies will be larger than previously, the number of applications from
the unemployed per vacancy will decline, the duration of each vacancy
will increase, and each job slot will suffer an increased average number of
60. Solomon W. Polachek,"A Comparisonof Male and FemalePost-SchoolInvestment Behaviorand EarningsUsing the 1967 LongitudinalSurveyof Work Experience
of Women30-44 Years of Age" (unpublishedworkingpaperbased on his Ph.D. thesis,
ColumbiaUniversity,1973; processed).
61. These values are then reduced,in comparisonto Table 3, for the deductionof the
25.9 percentrequiredto service additionalcapital input. Polachek'sresults serve as a
remindernot to go furtherand attributethe averageproduct of all employees to the
marginallabor force entrants.He finds that marriedfemale employeeswho worked in
1966but had quit or been laid off later in the year had a 12 percentlower wage, all other
things held equal, than females who worked the entireyear. "This result substantiates
the hypothesisthat those with smalleramountsof humancapitalhave a highertendency
to leave the labor force" (p. 8).
62. There is no reason for the point at which vacanciesare equal to unemployment
to signify balanceof labor supply and demand.Part of the availablelabor supply consists of individualswho have declaredtheirintentionto quit but are still employedwhile
they searchfor a new job; some job seekersmay searchinformallywhile still officially
definedas not in the labor force; further,many newjobs are filled without an employer
ever formallydeclaringa "vacancy."The optimumrelationshipbetweenvacanciesand
unemploymentdependson the costs and benefitsassociatedwith each.
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"vacancyspells."To whatextentis the efficiencyof the economyreduced
by highervacancies?63
The answerrequiresestimatesof the responsein the numberof vacanciesto the lowernumberof unemployed,andthe effecton efficiencyof each
extravacancy.Whileno comprehensive
job vacancydata are availablefor
the United States, evidencefrom the United Kingdomsuggeststhat the
vacancy-unemployment
relationshipconformsreasonablywell to a rectangularhyperbola:
(18)

UV= U'2

where U is unemployment,V is total vacancies,and U* is the level of unemploymentat which vacanciesand unemploymentare equal.64As the
unemploymentratedeclinesby successivesteps,the increasein the vacancy
rateassociatedwitheachstepgrowslarger.An expansionof labordemand
in slack marketsmainlysoaks up unemploymentwithoutresultingin vacancies, whereasin very tight marketsit raises vacanciesbut has little
effecton rock-bottomunemployment.
The effect on efficiencyof a permanentincreasein vacanciesdepends
cruciallyon how accuratelylabor requirementscan be predictedin advance. Many job openingsoccur with ample forewarning;examplesincludeemployeesneededto staffa new shoppingcenteror factoryscheduled
to open on a particularfuturedate, and new hires neededto replaceemployeeswho voluntarilyquit with advancenotice or those who quit without noticebut accordingto an average,predictable,quitrate.In thesecases
personnelofficessimplyadvertisetheir vacantjob slots earlierand more
oftenin responseto lowerunemployment,and the socialcost of extraadvertisingmust be relativelysmallcomparedwith the $17.3billion gain of
lowerunemploymentlistedin section 1 of Table4.
The more interestingcase is when vacanciescannotbe foreseen,either
becauseof stochasticproductdemandor becauseof stochasticquitswithout notice.Firmsrequiringadditionalemployeesmustoperatelongerthan
they wish with unfilledvacancies,at the cost of lowerprofits,extraeffort
63. My interestin the "sparetire" theory was stimulatedby Hall's discussionin his
"Turnoverin the Labor Force."
64. See J. C. R. Dow and L. A. Dicks-Mireaux,"The Excess Demand for Labour:
A Study of Conditions in Great Britain, 1946-56," OxfordEconomicPapers, Vol. 10
(February 1958), pp. 1-33. The assumption of a rectangularhyperbolawas made by
these authorsin the calculationof an index of excess labor demand(p. 22), and seems
consistent with their plot of the vacancy and unemploymentseries for 1951-56 (p. 4).
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by employees for which they may not be compensated, unfilled orders for
purchasers of goods, and longer queues for purchasers of services. Since
one additional employee hired at the margin will cause only a negligible
increase in the firm's profits, the most important consequence of unanticipated vacancies is probably the increase in waiting times associated with
additional unfilled orders and queues.
Unfortunately, no simple analysis can provide a quantitative estimate
of the "spare tire" effect on waiting times. Some unfilled orders may cause
little inconvenience-for example, those for new trucks that replace old
ones with the same capacity. Others-for, say, a replacement part for a
crucial machine-may cause an entire assembly line to be shut down if they
remain unfilled. In the case of consumer queues, the outcome depends on
the importance of congestion phenomena and the ability of supervisory
personnel to fill vacant slots during rush hours without neglecting other
important duties. It is easy to construct examples in which one vacant slot
causes an increase in consumer waiting times worth ten to twenty times the
wage at which the vacancy is offered.65For the purposes of the calculations
a parameter(g) is defined as the ratio of the social cost of a vacancy to the
average market product of the job slot when filled (q*). If the proportion
of vacancies that cannot be accurately foreseen is a, the social cost imposed
by additional unfilled vacancies is agq*dV.The social benefit produced by
a reduction in unemployment is -q*(l - k)dU, where k is the fraction of
the extra output required to service higher capital input. The role of k is
asymmetric, since an unforeseen vacancy does not reduce capital requirements; the job slot would not exist without the capital to go with it.66 A
65. Considera three-hourrush period in a supermarketbetween4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
when 650 customersarrive.Normally ten checkout lanes are operated,with a capacity
of 20 customersper hour, for a total capacity of 600 customersin these hours. Fifty
customersare not processedat 7 p.m. and must wait 15 extra minutes (50 divided by
capacityof 200 per hour).The averagewaitingtime overthe three-hourperiodis approximately half of 15 minutes,or 7.5 minutes.Now eliminateone checkout stand becausea
vacancyis unfilled.Capacitybetween4 p.m. and 7 p.m. is reducedto 540, so that after
7 p.m. 110 wait an average of 37 extra minutes (110/180 capacity = 0.61 hour). The
averagewaitingtime over the three-hourperiodis approximatelyhalf of 37 minutes,or
18.5 minutes. Thus the extra waiting time caused by one vacancy is 11 minutes (0.183
hour) times 650 customers,or 119 hours worth $179 at $1.50 per hour(the figureused
earlierfor the value of time spent in commuting).This amount is about eighteentimes
the wage that a part-timeemployeewould have been paid for a three-hourshift.
66. For instance, in the supermarketexample in the previous footnote, one extra
vacancyimplies that a cash registerand checkoutlane are standingidle.
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consequence of lower unemployment is waste when capital equipment is
underutilized due to a shortage of available labor. The net social benefit
(B) of lower unemployment is

(19)

B

-

=

k + ag d-U)qdU.

Since, from (18), dV/dU =-(U*/U)2,
(20)

B

-

equation (19) can be rewritten as

k - ag (u) 2q*dU.

The optimum unemployment rate (U'), at which net social benefit is zero,
can be written (ignoring the other components of Table 4) as
(21)

U'-=U*

ag

Unemployment is optimum at U* (where vacancies equal unemployment)
if one fewer unemployed person would create output (1 - k)q*just sufficient to balance the inefficiency cost of one additional vacancy (agq*). If
all vacancies are foreseen (a = 0), or if the social cost per unforeseen
vacancy is zero (g = 0), then the optimum unemployment rate is zero.
The net effect on productivity. The summary evaluation in Table 4 requires a numerical estimate of the percentage of job vacancies that cannot
be foreseen (a), the social cost per unforeseen vacancy (gq*), and the unemployment rate at which vacancies equal unemployment (U*). I have
made some guesses about plausible values of these parameters,but readers
who have differing intuitions are invited to substitute their own estimates.
My inclination is to treat most vacancies as predictable and thus guess a
ratherlow value of a, for example, 0.25. As for g, the supermarketexample
(note 65) and my own experience as a consumer suggest that the social cost
of waiting time per vacancy may be substantially higher than its potential
average market product in the service industries, whereas the social cost of
manufacturing vacancies may be much less. As a compromise, I select
g = 1, so that the social cost of a vacancy is equal to the wage of the job
when it is filled. In this case, the product ag is 0.25. Those who prefer
estimates of a = 0.5 and g = 0.5 would also accept this value for ag.
In the region of 4 to 5 percent unemployment, where vacancies are probably roughly equal to unemployment, this estimate of ag implies that each
dollar of extra product added by a reduction in the unemployment rate
creates an external diseconomy equal to ag/(l - k), or $0.33, through
the inefficiency of added vacancies. Thus in Table 4, line 2 of column (3) is
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entered minus 33 percent of the additional product registered in line 1 of
column (3).
The assumptions that ag = 0.25 and that vacancies equal unemployment at approximately a 41/2 percent unemployment rate (U* = 0.045)
imply, according to (21), that the optimum unemployment rate is 2.6
percent. Readers who prefer higher or lower values of the unknown variables (U* and ag) are free to substitute them.
PERMANENT CASE: CONCLUSION

The bottom portion of Table 4 is similar to Table 3 and applies the same
prices of nonmarket activity to compute the social cost of reduced nonmarket activity when increased aggregate demand shifts some individuals
from unemployment to employment and draws others not previously in
the labor force into jobs. The net result is to reduce the effect on full income of a permanent reduction in the aggregate unemployment rate to
only $7.97 billion, or only 0.76 percent of 1971 GNP. Because the response
of vacancies to reduced unemployment is nonlinear, this permanent output response is very sensitive to the unemployment range where the 1 percentage point reduction applies, as indicated in Table 5. In that table, the
net value of a permanent drop of 1 point in unemployment is shown starting at alternative unemployment rates. The optimum unemployment rate
when the value of nonmarket activity is taken into account is 2.9 percent
(from that starting point the positive contribution of a marginal reduction
in the unemployment rate on line 3 of Table 4 just balances the negative
elements on lines 4 and 5).
Table 5. Total Response of Final CommodityProductionto a Permanent
Reduction of 1 Percentage Point in the UnemploymentRatea
Production response
Inlitial
unemployment
rate (percent)

Valuie(billionis
of dollars)

Percentage
of 1971 GNP

3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

-5.70
4.06
7.98
9.95
10.99
11.74

-0.54
0.39
0.76
0.95
1.05
1.12

Source: Estimated by author. See discussion in text.
a. Assumes V = U at U* = 4.5, where V is total job vacancies, U is unemployment, and U* is the level
of unemployment at which vacancies and unemployment are equal.
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These considerations imply that the crude Okun's law approach exaggerates the benefit of lower unemployment to a much greater extent in the
long run than in the short run. While these estimates are obviously subject
to many possible sources of error, the two most important may be the
treatment of upgrading and the spare tire theory. Those who feel my treatment of these effects understates the decline in productivity associated with
lower unemployment in the permanent case-because, for example, of
larger social benefits from upgrading or smaller estimates of U* or agmay conclude that the difference between the temporary and permanent
cases is not as great as indicated in comparing Tables 3 and 4. Others may
conclude the opposite.
Another qualification is that the quantitative estimates all ignore redistributive effects of the transfer of a dollar from one individual to another.
Lower unemployment involves a redistribution among individuals in different income classes. In the temporary case its net impact is unclear,
since both the poor unemployed and the rich owners of capital benefit from
lower unemployment. In the permanent case the major beneficiaries are
those relatively poor individuals who find jobs or are upgraded, whereas
the cost is borne mainly by the average consumer, who is inconvenienced
by shortages and queues. Thus those who value a dollar given to a poor
person more highly than a dollar taken from an average person should
consider this analysis as setting an upper bound on the optimum unemployment rate.
At this point my aim is not to propose a final answer but to identify the
major areas on which discussion, controversy, and research should focus
in the future. Based on the present analysis and the assumptions made
about productivity in the permanent case, two basic conclusions emerge
quite strongly from the analysis:
(1) The social cost of a temporaryrecession is very high, and previous
crude estimates by the Okun's law technique-that, for example, the
1969-70 recession cost "$100 billion"-emerge almost intact after a detailed consideration of the offsetting value of nonmarket activity.
(2) The social cost of a permanentincrease in the unemployment rate by
1 percentage point is greatly exaggerated by the Okun's law technique, by
a factor of about three. There is still a welfare gain from such a permanent
reduction in unemployment, but it is less than 0.7 percent of GNP and may
be relatively small compared with the risks of very high or accelerating
inflation at a low unemployment rate.
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APPENDIX

A

Job Refusaland the SearchProcess
a model of job refusal and acceptance in the search process
was outlined. In it, the unemployed individual considering a job offer balances the cost of refusal against the returns from refusal. The elements of
the returns from refusal, which were only sketched there, are developed
more formally in this appendix. The formal model is used first to derive
several results concerning the search process and unemployment, and then
to check some of the empirical findings presented in the text.
Equation (12) in the text is reproduced here for convenience as (A-1):
IN THE TEXT,

(A-1)

MC

=

(1 - h)y.

It indicates that the marginal cost of refusing a job offer at the acceptance
wage (y) is the forgone income at that wage rate, net of taxes and earning
costs (commuting, uniforms), which amount to a fraction (h) of the forgone
income.

In considering a job offer, the unemployed individual balances the cost
of refusal given by (A-1) against the marginal return of refusal, which consists of several elements. The list of elements used here is more general
than that in the recent literature on "the economics of search" in that it
allows for both searching and waiting during unemployment.
1. If a worker has been laid off from his previous job and estimates a
probability, 3, of being rehired at his old job at his previous wage rate, wo,
the present value of the extra future returns from being rehired compared
with acceptance of a job offer at the acceptance wage, y, is
Rn(1 -h)j(wo

-y),

where Rnis a discount factor.1 If the probability A is positive, this return
1. The discountfactordependson the discountrate (r) and the expectedtenureof the
job, n:
Rn =

51

+)

This definitionof the discountfactor assumesthat the receiptof 03'Owhen thejob offeris
refused begins one time intervallater than the receipt of y, should the job offer be ac-
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from rehire will be received whether or not the individual looks for a job.
While rehiring is very common for those who have been laid off, 3 is zero
for a substantial fraction of the unemployed who have just entered or reentered the labor force, who quit their previous jobs, or who were laid off
without prospect of a recall, because, say, of unsatisfactory job performance or permanent closing of a plant.2
2. If he devotes his time to search, an unemployed individual faces a
probability distribution of wage offers. Some offers will be below the minimum acceptance wage (y) and will not be accepted. The mean value of the
acceptable offers (those above y) is x, so that if an acceptable offer is received, the extra wage per period expected from search, after taxes and
earnings costs, is (1 - h)(x - y). The probability that an acceptable offer
will be received during the next period is a,, times (1 - ,), the probability
that rehire will not occur. An increase in the fraction of unemployed time
devoted to search (s) raises the probability (ax) of receiving an offer.3Thus
the present value of the returns to search is R(1 - h)(1 - O3)a,(x - y).
3. When a job offer is refused, many of the unemployed receive unemployment compensation (b) which is independent of the fraction of time
devoted to search, as long as there is some minimum amount.
4. Search requires expenditures on goods and services-shoe leather,
bus fares, and telephone calls-which are a positive function of the fraction
of unemployed time devoted to search, c8.
5. Finally, a decision not to search or to spend only a fraction (s) in
search activity allows the consumption of home time, which is valued at
(1

-

S)WN.

The "marginal revenue" for the next period implied by a decision to
refuse a job offer is the sum of the five elements on this list:4
cepted. This assumptionunderstatesthe returnfromjob refusalif, for example,rehire
(with probabilityfi) occurs in the middle of the search interval, where the interval to
which ( applies is the period betweenjob offers if the unemployedindividualwere to
searchfor a job. Since wo > y, this componentof the returnfromjob refusalis positive.
2. In 1971, 46.3 percentof the unemployedcited "lost last job" as the reason for unemployment (Manpower Report of the President, 1972, Table A-21). In the more pros-

perous period of 1969, the percentagewas 35.9 (ManpowerReport, 1970, Table A-19).
3.

aY

is positive and a?' is negative if there are diminishing returns to an increase in

the fractionof time devoted to search.
4. Equations(A-1) and (A-2) are substantiallyelaboratedversions of equation (12)
in Dale T. Mortensen,"Job Search, the Duration of Unemployment,and the Phillips
Curve," AmericanEconomicReview, Vol. 60 (December 1970), p. 851. They extend
Mortensen'sequation to consider finitejob tenure, taxes, earningcosts, layoffs, direct
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(A-2) MR = R(1

-

h)7(wo

-

y) + (1 - 3)ax(x - y)]
+ b-

cS + wN(

-

s).

The minimum wage (y) required for an offer to be acceptable is set at the
level that equates marginal cost in (A-1) with marginal revenue in (A-2).
When this equality is solved for y,
A

( ~~) Y

RJ(I

-

h)[j3wo+ (1 - 3)cx8x]+ b - c8+ WN(l- s)
(1--h) {I + Rn[o + (I1- O)a8]1

If the acceptance wage is set too high, unemployment will continue too long
as jobs are refused that yield a higher wage than the returnsfrom continued
search. If the acceptance wage is set too low, an offer will be accepted too
early, and the opportunity to earn a higher income by waiting for a better
job will be lost.
The price of unemployed time (wu) required for the purpose of this
paper is the return to society of job refusal, consisting of the return to the
unemployed individual minus the unemployment benefits paid by the rest
of society to the unemployed. The term wu can thus be expressed as either
marginal cost reduced by unemployment benefits, as it was in (13), or as
marginal revenue reduced by unemployment benefits:
(A-4) wu = R.(1 - h)[(wo

-

y) + (1 - fO)a(x - y)]

-

c+

wN(1

-

s).

The minimum acceptable wage set by an unemployed individual defines
his private opportunity cost in activities other than work; but his social
opportunity cost is less than this by the amount of unemployment compensation, since his acceptance of a job confers on society an external benefit in the form of lower taxes to finance unemployment compensation. A
possible "congestion" effect that further reduces the social relative to the
private opportunity cost would occur if the decision to refuse a job reduces
the probability of finding a job for others, but this is not taken into account
here.
A number of interesting conclusions can be derived from (A-3) and
(A-4). If the expected probability of rehire (A)is sufficientlyhigh, it will be
rational for the unemployed individual to abstain entirely from search and
enjoy an income of b + WN while he waits for recall to his old job. No
search costs, the division between searchingand waiting, and the role of home time
duringwaiting. I am extremelygratefulto Mortensenfor his suggestionson the treatment in (A-2) of severalof these extensions.
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search will be undertaken if its expected gains relative to waiting are
negative:
(A-5)

RJI

-

h)(1 - f)a8(x

-

y)

- c8 - swN

< 0.

The condition in (A-5) can be rearrangedto state that no search will occur
if the difference between the expected wage offer (x) and the acceptance
wage (y) is insufficient to cover the cost of search and the forgone home
time during search:
x-Y

(A-6)

<

C8

SW(IJ

+

Any of the following tend to increase the likelihood that no search will
occur: an increase in the price of home time (wN), of the tax rate (h), of
unemployment benefits (b), of direct search costs (c8), and of the probability of recall (d)-or a reduction in the discount factor (Rn) or the expected
wage in a new job (x).5
Similarly, from (A-3) a list can be constructed of changes that raise the
acceptance wage: an increase in the tax rate or earnings costs (which raise
the relative size of untaxed home time and unemployment compensation),
in the price of home time, in unemployment benefits, in the probability of
recall, in the probability of finding a new job, or in the mean wage expected on a new job. Presumably a recession reduces the last three items
on this list and hence reduces the acceptance wage for any given duration
of unemployment. If the after-tax acceptance wage of those who do not
expect recall (j = 0) and who are ineligible for unemployment compensation (b = 0) drops below the price of home time (wN), they will leave the
labor force. This explains why, in cyclical recessions, adult women and
teenagers tend to exit from the labor force to a much greater extent than
adult men.
5. The conditions are obtained by substitutingthe expressionfor y from (A-3) into
(A-6) and rearranging:
x < Wo(1 + R3)

?

1-

h)(1 + R3)]

?

-

p)

h)(1 s + R[a(1-l)
+ Os] )
+ NaR(1
-h)(1 - )(1 + RA)

Since wo,b, c, and WN are multipliedby positive terms,an increasein each will raise the
likelihood of no search. The tax term (h) appears only in the denominatorand has a
straightforwardeffect. The effects of R, a, and A must be obtained by differentiation.
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In the text, wu was estimated from the marginal cost of job refusal given
by equation (13). A cross-check can now be provided from a rough estimate of the marginal revenue of job refusal, calculated using (A-4):
(A-7)

Wu
wo(1 - h)

(wo- Y) + (

Rn

-

Wo

)Ox - y)] +

WN(1 -

+

S) - c

wo((-h)

Since it was estimated in the text that the left-hand side of (A-7), the ratio
of the price of unemployed time to the after-tax previous wage, is equal to
0.342, the aim here is plausible values for the right-hand side that will
satisfy the equality. Table A-1 provides estimates of all values but
WN(l - s), the price of home time per month for those hours remaining
after search is completed. This value must be $54.76 to satisfy (A-7), or
about 20.6 percent of the previous after-tax wage.
The least reliable estimates in Table A-I are likely to be those for search
Table A-1. Values of the Componentsof Marginal Revenue from Job
Refusal, as Derived from Equation (A-7)
Component of equation (A-7)

Value

1. Discount factor, Rn

10.6

2. Probabilityof rehire,

0.122

3. Differencebetweenpreviouswage (Wo)and acceptancewage (y),
divided by previouswage, (wo - y)/wo

0.172

4. Probabilityof findingjob, a.

0.295

5. Differencebetweenexpectedwage offer (x) and acceptancewage,
divided by previouswage, (x - y)/wo

0.086

6. Direct cost of search,per month, c

$85.14

7. Price of unemployedtime, per month, wu

$90.69

8. After-taxwage, (1

-

$265.20

h)wo

9. Ratio of value of home time, net of search, to previousafter-taxwage,
WN(1

WU +

-S)

wo(l -h)

where WN

C

wo(l -h)
=

Rn

(WO

L

Y) +

(1 -

O)a(x

-Y)1

'

wO

price of home time

10. Implied value, net of search, of home time, per month, wN(l
Source: See equation (A-7) and Appendix B.

0.206
-

s)

$54.76
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cost (c), the expected wage (x), and the expected rehire probability (A).
Stephenson's questionnaire estimate of c (Table A-1, line 6), is based on
males 18-21 and may understate the direct search costs of all unemployed
individuals; if so, it leads to an underestimate of wN(l - s). The expected
wage offer (x) in Table A-1 is assumed to lie halfway between the acceptance wage (y) and the previous wage (wo). If instead the expected wage
offer is equal to the previous wage, the resulting value of wN(l - s) drops
from 0.206 of the previous wage to zero. If, on the other hand, individuals
are pessimistic and estimate the expected rehire probability as only half
the actual value used in Table A-1, then wN(l - s) increases from 0.206
of the previous wage to 0.300. This range of estimates of wN(l - s) can
be compared with the estimate of 0.338 arrived at from direct evidence on
the price of home time given in the text.

APPENDIX

B

TableSourcesand Notes
THE SOURCES FOR several of the tables are given below. The first numeral in

an entry refers to the line number of the table. The number in parentheses
refers to the column number. The material that follows refers to the source
and explains any qualifications to the data.

Table 1
1. Dorsey. (1) John W. Dorsey, "The Mack Case: A Study in Unemployment," in Otto Eckstein (ed.), Studies in the Economics of Income
Maintenance (Brookings Institution, 1967), pp. 175-248. (5) Total listed
in Table A-2, p. 235. (6) A very small number of women is included, see
p. 200. (7) p. 203. (8) $2.46 per hour, or $98.40 for a forty-hour week,
calculated from frequency distribution in Table A-il, p. 240. w0 = $137,
p. 203. (10) w1 = $85, w0 = $137, p. 203. (11) Median w1 within six weeks
(0.75 month) was $93; median w1for six to ten months (eight months) was
$80. The linear rate of decline was (93 - 80)/93 divided by 7.25 months =
0.140/7.25 = 1.93 percent. (12) p. 203.
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2. Folk and Hartman. (1) Hugh Folk and Paul Hartman, Pensions and
Severance Pay for Displaced Defense Workers (U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, 1969). (5) p. 95. (7) Computed from bottom line,
Table IV-8, p. 113. (8) Computed from frequency distribution in Table
IV-9, p. 114. (10) Computed from last column, Table IV-8, p. 113.
3. Kasper. (1) Hirschel Kasper, "The Asking Price of Labor and the
Duration of Unemployment," Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 49
(May 1967), pp. 165-72. (5) p. 167. (7)-(9) p. 169.
4. Perrella. (1) Vera C. Perrella, "Young Workers and Their Earnings,"
Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 94 (July 1971), pp. 3-11. (5) Sample size not
listed in article. (7) and (8) Table 1, p. 4.
5. Sheppard and Belitsky. (1) Harold L. Sheppard and A. Harvey
Belitsky, The Job Hunt: Job-SeekingBehaviorof UnemployedWorkers in a
Local Economy(Johns Hopkins Press, 1966). (5) Table 2-1, p. 18. (7) Table
2-7, p. 28. (8) p. 40. (10) Table 2-7, p. 28.
6. Stephenson. (1) Stanley P. Stephenson, Jr., "The Economics of Job
Search: A Biracial Analysis of Youth Job Search Behavior" (paper presented at the 1972 annual meeting of the Econometric Society; processed).
(5) p. 17. (7) and (8) p. 29. (9) Calculated from regression coefficient, p. 26.
7. Wilcock and Franke. (1) Richard C. Wilcock and Walter H. Franke,
Unwanted Workers: Permanent Layoffs and Long-term Unemployment
(Free Press of Glencoe, 1963). (5) Table 5, p. 49. (7) p. 143. (10) p. 144.
(12) Median weekly amount of unemployment benefits was between $32
and $33, from p. 71. Converted to an hourly rate assuming 40 hours per
week.

Table 2
1. Ashenfelter-Heckman,line la. (1) Orley Ashenfelter and James Heckman, "The Estimation of Income and Substitution Effects in a Model of
Family Labor Supply," unpublished manuscript (forthcoming in Econometrica). Dependent variable is the proportion of the year at work, assumed to equal 1.0 at 2,000 hours. (4) Calculated from column (7) and
i = 3.2, Hi = 682. (5) Calculated from columns (7) and (8) and means
reported in Table 1. (7) and (8) Table 4, p. 13.
Heckman, line lb. (1) James Heckman, "Shadow Prices, Market Wages,
and Labor Supply" (National Bureau of Economic Research, October
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1972; processed). (4) Reduction of work to 1,050 hours annually would reduce the wage 66 percent (from column 5) to $832 per year, or $0.79 per
hour. (5) Table 1, p. 15, evaluated at 1,050 hours per year. See column (7).
(7) Table 1, p. 15, presents an estimate that a 6.3 percent change in wi is
associated with a 100-hour change in annual hours. Evaluated for Wi=
$2.33 (Robert E. Hall, "Wages, Income and Hours of Work in the U.S.
Labor Force," in Glen G. Cain and Harold W. Watts (eds.), Labor Supply
and Income Maintenance, forthcoming) and Hi = 1,050 hours.
Leibowitz, line ic. (1) Arleen Leibowitz, "Education and the Allocation
of Women's Time" (National Bureau of Economic Research, no date;
processed). (4) See line la, column (4). (5) p. 13. (7) Evaluated at mean
hours of work, H, from line la, column (4).
2. Ashenfelter-Heckman,line 2a. (1) Same as line la, column (1). (5) and
(6) Same as line la, columns (5) and (6). (7) and (8) Table 4, p. 13.
Ashenfelter-Heckman,line 2b. (1) Orley Ashenfelter and James Heckman, "Estimating Labor Supply Functions," in Cain and Watts (eds.),
Labor Supply and Income Maintenance. (5) Reported on p. 17 of typed
manuscript. (7) Calculated from (5) with H- = 2,272, W = 8.87.
Hall, line 2c. (1) Hall, "Wages, Income and Hours of Work." Hourly
wage converted to annual earnings at 2,000 hours per year. (7) "The hypothesis that wage effects are absent for the 20-59 age group cannot be rejected"
(quotation from manuscript). The figure in the table is derived by fitting a
straight line visually to Figure 8-3 above $2.00 per hour.

Table 3
Lower unemployment,line la. (1) One percentage point of unemployment = 841,000 additional unemployed, calculated from Economic Report
of the President,January1973, Table C-24.1 Average hours per man in 1971
in private nonagricultural industries were 37.0 per week times 52 weeks
(Economic Report, 1973, Table C-30). (2) Private output per manhour
equals total private product (Economic Report, 1973, Table C-9) divided
by product of private employees (Survey of Current Business, Vol. 52,
July 1972, Table 6.3) and average hours per man times 52 weeks. This is
1. Hereafterthis documentwill be referredto as EconomicReport,followed by the
date.
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then adjusted for the evidence, cited above, that the average wage of the
unemployed in 1971 was 0.690 of the employed.
Entrance to laborforce, line lb. (1) Coefficients of labor force response
to a change in the aggregate unemployment rate from George L. Perry,
"Labor Force Structure, Potential Output, and Productivity," Brookings
Papers on EconomicActivity (3:1971), p. 564. 1971 labor force weights from
Manpower Report of the President, 1972, Tables A-3 and A-4.2 (2) Perry
presents weights of the average weekly relative earnings by the same demographic groups in his earlier article, "Changing Labor Markets and Inflation," BPEA (3:1970), p. 440. These weights imply that groups that enter
the labor force earn only 58.6 percent of the average for all employees. The
figure in this table is private product per manhour times 0.586.
Higher hours, line ic. (1) The response of hours to cyclical unemployment is estimated in Perry, "Labor Force Structure,"p. 541. This response
of 0.196 hours is multiplied by 1971 private employment, from Survey of
CurrentBusiness (July 1972), Table 6.3. (2) Total private GNP per manhour, from notes to line la, column (2).
2. Increase in productivity, line 2. (1) Private manhours from average
hours per man in line 1a times 52 weeks times number of employees, in Survey of CurrentBusiness (July 1972), Table 6.3. (2) Column (3) divided by
column (1). (3) Line 3, column (3), minus the sum of lines la, Ib, and Ic for
column (3).
3. Market GNP, line 3. (3) Perry, "Labor Force Structure,"p. 557, estimates the Okun's law multiplier to be 2.7. Thus a 1 percentage point reduction in unemployment is associated with 2.7 percent extra GNP at
current prices.
4. Reduced search time, line 4. (1) Line la, column (1) times ratio of
search time to workweek (8.4/37.0). (2) $20.93 per week divided by a
37.0-hour workweek equals $0.57 per hour.
5. Reduced waiting time, line 5a. (1) The negative of line la, column (1)
minus line 4, column (1). (2) Same as line 4, column (2).
Entrance to laborforce, line 5b. (1) Copied from line lb, column (1).
(2) Estimated average price of home time for women, men, and teenagers
(from text discussion above) was weighted together with demographic
weights corresponding to cyclical response of these groups to changes in
2. These documents are hereafter referred to as BPEA and ManpowerReport,
respectively,followed by the date.
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the labor force, from the same source used in line lb, column (1). For the
purpose of this calculation the price of time of those in the 20-24 age
group was assumed to be midway between the values for teenagers and
adults of each sex.
Higher market hours, line 5c. (1) Line Ic, column (1). (2) Assumed to
occur at the margin. Evaluated at 1971 average hourly wage, adjusted for
fringe benefits and taxes, but not commuting costs.
6. Total, line 6. Sum of lines 3-5.

Table A-1
1. Discountfactor. The expected length of job tenure is set at the average
interval between unemployment spells, which is approximatelyequal to the
inverse of the average number of spells per year (0.98), calculated as a
weighted average of the individual demographic group data for spells per
year for a 6.0 percent aggregate unemployment rate presented by George
L. Perry, "Unemployment Flows in the U.S. Labor Market" BPEA
(2:1972), Table 3, p. 259, when combined with 1971 unemployment weights
from ManpowerReport, 1972, Table A-15. At a 2 percent monthly discount
rate, which seems plausible for the uncreditworthyunemployed, Rn = 10 6.
2. Expected rehireprobability. This estimate is the product of 0.37, the
percent of the unemployed who were rehired in 1971, and 0.332, the
monthly probability of rehire for this group. The first figure is derived from
ManpowerReport, 1972, Tables A-21 and C-10. Table A-21 shows that in
1971, 46.3 percent of the unemployed lost their last job. It is assumed that
the group expecting recall is equal to the actual fraction of layoffs that was
rehired in manufacturing. For the years 1957-71, rehires, which can be
approximated by accessions minus new hires, equaled on average 0.8 of
layoffs in manufacturing (Table C-10) (0.8 X 0.463 = 0.370). The average duration of unemployment for those who lost their last job was 3.01
months in 1971, implying a monthly A of 0.332 (Manpower Report, 1972,
Tables A-21 and A-22) for those expecting recall (0.370 X 0.332 = 0.122).
3. Difference between previous wage and acceptance wage, divided by
previous wage. The calculation of wu in the previous text discussion estimated y/wo as 0.828. Thus (wo - y)/wo = 0.172.
4. Probability of finding a job. This figure is a weighted average of the
separate probabilities for six age-sex groups provided in Perry, "Unem-
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ployment Flows," Table 8, p. 277. Weights are the shares of each group in
1971 unemployment, from Manpower Report, 1972, Table A-15. Perry's
probabilities are presented for whites and nonwhites separately; in my calculation, weights for all unemployed workers (for six age-sex groups) are
applied to the white probabilities only, since separate share data for whites
and nonwhites were not available. Also the probability data for adults cover
the 25-29 age group, whereas the share data include the 25-64 group.
5. Difference between expected wage offer and acceptance wage, divided
by previous wage. The mean wage offer is assumed to be halfway between
the previous wage and the acceptance wage, so this line equals one-half of
line 3.
6. Direct search cost. Stanley P. Stephenson, Jr., has provided me with
unpublished results of his extensive thesis questionnaire for teenage males
(cited in Table 1, line 6), separated for whites and blacks. Direct search
cost includes travel cost (a sum weighted by mode, distance, and cost),
cost of letters, cost of phone calls, expected moving costs, expected private
agency costs, and other expected costs. The weekly results are converted
to monthly values and weighted by the 1971 U.S. shares of whites and
blacks in total unemployment.
7 and 8. Estimated in previous text discussion.

TableC-1
Number of unemployed, columns (1) and (3). Manpower Report, 1972,
Table A-21, does not separate the group whose unemployment has been
of 15 weeks' duration and over between groups with 15-26 and over 26
weeks' duration, whereas Table A-22 separates these two duration groups
but does not give separate figures by reason of unemployment. The 15 and
over group was separated into 15-26 and over 26 for recalls and nonrecalls
by assuming that the proportion of recalls in the total 15 and over group
(from Table A-21) also represented the proportion in the separate 15-26
and over 26 subgroups.
Visits, columns (2) and (4). For each group 1.16 Employment Service
visits are added in the first month (see Appendix C). Male nonrecall company visits are estimated from exponential distribution, equation (a) in
Appendix C, note 5, as follows. All duration groups made 8.87 company
visits in the first month (this is the estimate of the exponential distribution
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for a 2.0 week duration), plus the 1.16 Employment Service visits, or a total
of 10.03 visits in the first month. The average duration in the 5-14 group
was assumed to be 9.5 weeks. For this group the average number of company visits beyond the first month is given by the intersection of the exponential distribution at 9.5 weeks (5.66). The average of 10.03 visits per
month for the first four weeks and 5.66 per month for the next 5.5 weeks is
7.79, the figure shown in column (4), line lb. An analogous procedure was
followed for the 15-26 and over 26 groups. Figures on female company
visits are all equal to 43 percent of the equivalent male figures (see text discussion above). Figures in column (3) for recalls are in each case estimated
by exactly the same procedure, based on equation (b) in the previous footnote instead of (a).

APPENDIX

C

Evidenceon Hours Spent in SearchActivity
AN EXTENSIVE BATTERY of questions on job-finding techniques was in-

cluded in the Sheppard-Belitsky and Stephenson surveys (see Table 1),
asking about the use of different search techniques and the number of
visits to company hiring gates. Of the male blue-coliar respondents in the
Sheppard-Belitskysurvey who had completed their spells of unemployment,
those finding new jobs each visited an average of 13.6 companies, whereas
those who had been laid off and were recalled to their original jobs visited
8.5 (thus contradicting the implication of previous analysis that potential
recalls do not engage in search activity).' The frequency distribution of
visits per month appears to have a steep negative slope, since those finding
new jobs visited 8.9 companies in the first month of unemployment (5.6
for recalls).2 Thus for both groups, 66 percent of the visits were made
1. Harold L. Sheppardand A. HarveyBelitsky,TheJob Hunt:Job-SeekingBehavior
of UnemployedWorkersin a Local Economy (Johns Hopkins Press, 1965), Table
3-18, p. 55, and p. 56.
2. Ibid., p. 81; 41 percentstartedtheirjob searchon or before the first day of unemployment(Table 3-1, p. 32).
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during the first month of unemployment, even though 46 percent of the
new-job group were unemployed for 5 or more weeks with an average duration of 20.0 weeks.3 Spreading the remaining 34 percent of the visits over
the total unemployment period of this group implies an average of only
3.0 visits per month beyond the first month.4 For the recall group the
equivalent figure is 2.4 per month beyond the first month.5 While no details are available for the women in the sample, their average number of
total visits per spell was only 43 percent of the male average.6
The other important search technique identified by the SheppardBelitsky sample was reliance on the State Employment Service, which 84
percent of the respondents visited.7 Unfortunately, the number of visits to
the service is not reported, but rather the "number of types of help" received there. From the published distribution, I estimate an average of
1.16 trips to the service during a spell of unemployment for purposes other
than regular reporting for unemployment benefits.8 If all trips for these
3. Ibid.,Table 2-4, p. 24. The 1963and 1964sharesof each durationgroup are listed
separately.Since the surveyextendedfrom January1, 1963,to March 31, 1964, average
sharesof each durationgroup for the entireperiodare estimatedby applyingweightsof
0.8 to 1963 and 0.2 to 1964. The assumedaveragedurationsare 9.5 weeks for the 5-14
week group, 20.5 weeks for the 15-26 week group, and 35 weeks for the over 26 weeks
group.
4. Of the 128individualsin the new-jobgroup,46percentwereunemployedan average
of 20 weeks, or an averageof 15 weeks beyond the first month of unemployment.Thus
883 man-weeksof searchactivityaccountedfor only 602 companiyvisits (128 individuals
times the 4.7 visits not accountedfor by searchin the first month).
5. These results are roughly consistentwith the following exponentialfunctions for
the numberof visits per month (V):
V = 10e-06t (those finding new jobs)
(a)
V = 6.3e 0?6t(recalls),
(b)
wheret is the averagenumberof weeksof unemploymentof each durationgroup.These
functionswere fitted (by eye) to the distributionof durationgroups on the assumption
of a 2.0 week average duration of the group unemployedless than 5 weeks, and the
averagedurationsassumedabove for the three groupsunemployedmore than 5 weeks.
6. Ibid., Table 3-16, p. 53.
7. Ibid., Table 3-9, p. 45. The equivalentfigure for the United States as a whole in
1971was only 30.8 percent,fromTable 1 in Thomas F. Bradshaw,"JobseekingMethods
Used by UnemployedWorkers,"MonthlyLaborReview,Vol. 96 (February1973), pp.
35-40. Sheppardand Belitskyfound that only 34 percentspontaneouslyreporteduse of
the State EmploymentService, but 84 percentreportedsuch use when asked directly,
and 49 percent said that the service was the first place visited. Job Hunt, p. 46, and
Table 3-12, p. 48.
8. Ibid., Table 3-15, p. 52, shows a distributionfor "types of help received"ranging
from zero to three or more. Since an individualcheckingwith the agency who received
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other purposes are assumed to have been made during the first month of
unemployment, total trips including both company and Employment Service visits total 10.1 in the first month and 3.0 per month in subsequent
months for males finding new jobs (6.8 and 2.4, respectively, for recalls).
There are also an estimated 2 required reporting visits per month for the
subset of the unemployed who are eligible for benefits.9
The other job sources reported by a majority of the Sheppard-Belitsky
sample were newspaper ads and "friends and relatives." Others were used
by only a small minority of the sample.10In the absence of detailed information I am inclined to add one hour per weekday to the total of search
time, mainly for extra newspaper reading (beyond the home time normally
devoted to newspapers by employed individuals), and planning search
activities. The number of visits to private employment agencies will be
assumed to equal those made to the State Employment Service."
As a crude approximation I assume that the time devoted to any other
techniques by the entire sample just balances the time saved by the 28
percent minority who did not visit any companies at all, and thus the data
on reported company visits will be applied to all of the unemployed. This
practice probably overstates the intensity of search activity, since a full 56
percent of male blue-collar workers in the sample reemployed at new jobs
first heard about those jobs from friends, relatives, or other workers, and
many of them may not have traveled farther than their own telephones.12
no help was probablyjust registeringfor unemploymentbenefits,I assume one trip for
the "zero types" group, and one trip per type of help for the remainder.These figures
apply to both men and women, who reportedan identical extent of use (84 percent).
Ibid., Table 3-9, p. 45.
9. The presentpracticein Illinois requiresbiweeklyreportingin person to maintain
eligibilityfor unemploymentbenefits.The problem of benefit terminationafter six or
nine months is ignored,because of the relativelysmall number of long-durationunemployed in the relativelyprosperouseconomic environmentthat is the subject of this
paper.
10. No informationon intensity of use is available for techniquesother than companyvisits.The percentagesof blue-collarworkersreportinguse of the techniques(when
directly asked) were, for newspaper ads (88), EmploymentService (84), friends and
relatives(81), companyhiringgate (76), governmentagencies(31), unions (24), religious
and fraternalorganizations(23), and privateemploymentagencies(19). Ibid.,Table 3-11,
p. 47.
11. Since the fraction using private agencies and the State Service sum to unity
(previousfootnote), this is accomplishedby applyingthe previouslyestimatedEmployment Servicevisits to the entire sample instead of only 84 percent.
12. Sheppardand Belitsky,Table 4-11, p. 89. The rest of the distributionon "where
firstheardofjob" is directcompanyapplications(15 percent),State EmploymentService
(14 percent),unions (6 percent),newspaperads (4 percent),other (4 percent).
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An estimate of total hours devoted to search requires information on
the number of hours devoted to each company or Employment Service
visit, including transportation time. Only anecdotal evidence is available
to help establish a plausible guess. In his study of unemployment in the
Great Depression, Bakke provides case studies of search techniques for
the workers, including a daily diary for one man. His entries refer to between two and six company visits per morning, with no activity in the
afternoon: "The first few days I hadn't the heart for more than a couple
of tries a morning. I'm getting hardened to the word 'No' now, though,
and can stick it the most of the morning."13Most visits were short, and
the most time-consuming part of a visit was the early-morningwait caused
by the desire to be first in line. Since transport cost was minimized by
visits to neighboring companies on the same day, significant travel time
for search activity was concentrated at the beginning and end of each day
and probably approximated commuting time.14 Two hours per company
visit seems a reasonable guess in light of these anecdotes and allows for
half an hour each of travel and waiting, with an hour for applications,
tests, and interviews.
Thus far the analysis has identified five components that may be used
for a rough estimate of hours of search in the U.S. economy: (1) an exponential distribution of company visits for adult males, with the same distributions but smaller multiplicative constant terms for females; (2) an
estimate of 1.16 Employment Service visits for unemployed individuals in
all demographic groups; (3) an average of 2 unemployment benefit visits
per month-which must be weighted by the fraction of the U.S. unemployed receiving benefits (0.43); (4) an extra hour per day for newspaper
reading and planning (proportionately less here for recalls); and (5) an
average of two hours per visit. These assumptions are combined in Table
C-I with the 1971 U.S. distribution of unemployment by demographic and
13. E. Wight Bakke, The UnemployedWorker:A Study of the Task of Making a
LivingWithouta Job (Yale UniversityPressfor the Instituteof Human Relations, 1940),
p. 171.
14. "Most men lived considerable distances from the center of employment and
every time they looked for a job, they had to spend at least 10 cents on carfare.When
one realizesthat 10 cents would buy an additionalquart of milk, one understandswhy
many hesitated before starting out. If they were to make a day of job hunting, they
would need another 10 cents for a bite of lunch.... He usuallymanagedto come home
by noon in order to save lunch money and because he realizedthat the afternoonwas
not a good time for job hunting."Eli Ginzberg, The Unemployed(Harper, 1943), pp.
124-25.
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Table C-1. Number of Unemployed, and Average Companyand
EmploymentService Visits per UnemployedPerson per Month,
by Duration of Unemploymentand Sex, and Estimate of Total
Search Time, 1971
Recalls

Descriptionz

Nonrecalls

Number
Number
of unemof unemployed Visits
ployed Visits
per
per
(thou(thousands) nmonith sands) month
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)

Total
unemployed
(5)

Durationof unemploymenit
(weeks)
Males, aged 20 and over
a. 0-4
b. 5-14
c. 15-26
d. Over 26

385
363
195
164

6.75
5.14
3.75
2.73

399
315
144
120

10.03
7.79
5.80
4.25

784
678
339
284

Females,aged 20 and over
a. 0-4
b. 5-14
c. 15-26
d. Over 26

193
182
101
81

3.56
2.51
1.75
1.26

578
316
111
88

4.97
3.67
2.64
1.91

771
498
212
169

Males and females,total

1,664

2,071

3,735

Numberof visits
Employment-related

...

4.24

...

5.93

5.17

Unemployment benefit-related
Total visits

...
...

0.86
5.10

...
...

0.86
6.79

0.86
6.03

Per week Per week
(hours) (hours)

Per week
(hours)

Searchtime
Direct job search

...

2.35

...

3.13

2.78

Newspaper and planning time

...

3.75

...

5.00

4.44

...

6.10

...

8.13

7.22

Total search time

Sources: Appendix B and author's estimates discussed in text.

durationgroup.The data at the bottom of the tablegive, first,the average
numberof visitsper month,then add in unemploymentbenefits,and then
convertthis figureto hoursper weekat an assumeddurationof two hours
per visit. The rathersurprisingconclusionis an averageof only about7.2
hours per week of search activity, or about 19 percentof the normal
workingweek.
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These estimates,based on the Sheppard-Belitsky
study, are subjectto
a numberof possiblebiases.Erie has a relativelysmallmetropolitanarea
(264,000in 1970),andjob searchersmay visit more companiesin larger
areas.An oppositebias may be the smallproportionof blacksin the Erie
population(3 percentin 1970); accordingto Stephenson'sunpublished
data,blackteenagersin Indianapolishad only 57 percentas many average
weeklycontactswithfirmsas whites.15Anotherimportantlimitationof the
Eriesurveyis the predominanceof blue-collarworkersin the sample.Rees
and Shultzpresentevidenceindicatingthat blue-collarworkersare much
more dependentthan white-collarworkerson informaljob sources (referralby anotheremployee,and by otheremployers).16
This may explain
why on averagethey makeso few visitsto companiesor the Employment
Service.But whilewhite-collarworkersmakemore use of formalsources,
the major ones are newspaperadvertisementsand private employment
agencies.In principlethese sourcesshouldrequireless searchtime than
visits to companyhiringgates withoutany previousleads, becausewhen
the searchersets out with his want ad or his privateagencyreferralslip in
hand he knowsthat a job is available.My roughguessis that the greater
relianceon formalsourcesby white-collarworkersis balancedout by a
smallernumberof visitsonce a lead is obtainedfroma wantad or private
agency.Thereforethe resultsof TableC-I willbe appliedto all unemployed
adultsin the United States,both blue- and white-collar.
Stephensonquestioned281 Indianapolisunemployedmale teenagers
abouttheirsearchactivity.For whitesthe averageintensityof searchwas
15. They were unemployedabout twice as long, so their total number of contacts
was about the same. Stanley P. Stephenson, Jr., "The Economics of Job Search: A
BiracialAnalysis of Youth Job Search Behavior"(paper presentedat the 1972 annual
meeting of the EconometricSociety; processed).
16. Albert Rees and George P. Shultz, Workersand Wages in an UrbanLabor
Market(Universityof Chicago Press, 1970), Table 13.1, pp. 201-02. The following are
averagepercentagesharesof the reportedjob sourcesby type (rehiresand "unknown"
are excluded):
Job source
Informalreferral
Gate application
State EmploymentService
Privateagencies
Newspaperadvertisements
Other(schools, unions)

Four whiteEight bluecollar occupations collar occupations
38.7
6.5
1.8
22.2
21.7
9.3

70.1
11.4
2.3
2.6
9.1
4.4
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4.15 averageweeklycontactswith firms,somewhathigherthanin the Erie
studyof adults.The averagedurationof unemploymentfor the whiteteenagerswas only aboutone month,with a total of about 17 visitspermonth.
The black teenagersin Stephenson'ssamplemade 10.3 visits per month.
The comparablefigurein the Erie samplefor the adultmaleslooking for
newjobs who wereunemployedless than six weeks(TableC-1, column4)
is 9 companyvisits. This discrepancymight be causedeitherby a higher
intensityof job searchby teenagersdue to the lack of employedfriendsto
referthem informallyto job vacancies,by a low price of home time in
alternativeactivities,or perhapsby the largersize of Indianapolisrelative
to Erie.17

Whenthe white and black teenageresultsare weightedby the relative
sharesof the two groupsin U.S. teenageunemployment,the averageis
15.7 visits per month, or almost 10 visits more than for adultmales, and
this impliesan averageof 4.9 hoursper weekof extrasearchby teenagers.
Maintainingthe Erie resultthat women searchhalf as much as men, a
weightedaveragefor total unemploymentthat combinesthe Erie adult
resultsandthe Indianapolisteenageresultsyieldsan overallaverageof 8.4
hoursper week.
Otherscatteredpieces of evidenceare reasonablyconsistentwith these
estimates.One detaileddiary study classifiedindividualsas unemployed
if they were"withoutregularemployment."The malesin this groupspent
15.4hoursper week on "work"and an additional3.5 hoursper week in
Since some portionwas presumablydevotedto search
"transportation."
andthe remainderto part-timeor casualjobs, thesefiguresset upperlimits
on searchtime for the samplebecauseeveryhour of the rest of the weekis
accountedfor in detail.18Most of the psychologicalstudiesof the impact
of unemploymentemphasizethe continuedpresenceof the unemployed
husbandat home.19Finally,the Wilcock-Franke
studyof plantclosingsin
17. Stephensonalso reports asking a subsampleof 93, "How many days per week
did you spend looking for a job?" The mean answerwas 2.94, but this does not tell us
the numberof hours per day.
18. George A. Lundberg,Mirra Komarovsky,and Mary A. Mclnerny, Leisure:A
SuburbanStudy (ColumbiaUniversityPress, 1934),Table 2, p. 97.
19. "Most wives testify to the increasedirritabilityand conflicts due to the man's
presenceat home.... The husband'sshare of household duties is another source of
irritation.Now that he is idle most of the time, how much should he be expectedto help
his wife?" Mirra Komarovsky, The UnemployedMan and His Family: The Effect of
UnemploymentUponthe Status of the Man in Fifty-nineFamilies(Dryden Press, 1940),
p. 39.
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the late 1950s reports a search pattern consistent with the SheppardBelitsky and depression evidence of relatively intensive search at first,
followed by little or no effort:
... for those who becamelong-termunemployed,there was a tendencyto stop
makingthe roundsafter a while and to rely on the hope that somethingwould
turn up from companieswhere applicationshad been filed or to wait for the
"grapevine"to supplyinformationthat a certaincompanywas hiring.As one of
the East St. Louis interviewersdescribedit: "Whenthe firstfranticperiodof job
seekingwas over, people tendedto settle down at home, reluctantto pound the
pavementor wastepreciousdollarsdrivingaroundfruitlessly-hence, the heavy
relianceon the grapevineand upon friendsand relatives."20
20. Richard C. Wilcockand WalterH. Franke, UnwantedWorkers:PermanentLay(Free Press of Glencoe, 1963), p. 115.
offs andLong-termUnemploymenit

Commentsand
Discussion

WilliamNordhaus:Gordoninvestigatesthe extentto whichtemporaryand
permanentdeviationsof actualfrompotentialoutputhave offsetting,but
generallyunmeasured,costs.The reasoningcan be brokeninto threesteps:
1. First, the marginalproductof a manhourdivergesfromthe average
grosswage.Accordingto most short-runproductivitystudiesthe impact,
short-run(one year),marginalproductof a manhouris about two times
the grosswage.The long-runevidenceis less clear.
2. Second,the additionalmanhoursput to workcome fromnonmarket
activity(for example,leisure,waiting,searching,sleeping)that has a lower
value.
3. Finally,taxes,commuting,unemploymentcompensation,and so on,
introducea verylargewedgebetweengrosswage and net wage.
The upshot is that the marginalproductof a manhouris, accordingto
Gordon,abouteighttimesits socialcost in the shortrun.It is not surprising that he concludesthat Okun'slaw standsintact when embeddedin a
broaderaccountingsystemwhichincludesthe valueof unmeasuredactivities.

I thinkthat this approachto policydecisionsis in principlecorrect.The
paperdoes, however,point out the greatdifficultiesinvolvedin doing the
theoreticallycorrectcalculations.
I wantto raisea coupleof questionsregardingthe calculations.Gordon
has reckonedwith the value of nonmarkettime includingleisure; but
196
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while he has includedthe Fifth Dimension,he forgets about the fourth.
Considerwhat the "temporarycase" involves. Gordon says that in a
"temporary"
boom (reducingunemploymentby, say, 1 point in one year)
the elasticityof laborinputswithrespectto outputis two-thirds,a reasonablywell-established
number.In the next section,he argueson theoretical
groundsthat when the rest of the lagged terms are added up, the total
elasticityof labor inputswith respectto outputrisesto about 1.35.Thus,
as the lag worksout throughthe yearsafterthe boom, the deferredcost is
about 0.68 unit of manhours.Perhaps,with discounting,the sum of the
currentand deferredcosts is lowerthan 1.35.If the meanlag werearound
two years and the discountrate 10 percent,the elasticitywould be 1.12
ratherthan 1.35. The resultis that unlessthere is some kind of variable
coefficientsmodel, the input costs Gordon presentsshould be roughly
doubled.
The next question(point 3 above)is the strikingdifferencebetweenthe
value of outputand the value of the manhourinputsinto output.Recall
from Table 3 that the marginalproductper manhouris $8.57(= 28.36/
3.308), while the marginalcost is $1.14(= 3.78/3.308).The discrepancy
reflectsthe fact that, relativeto leisureand unemploymentcompensation,
working,commuting,and payingtaxes are an incrediblehassle.
I am a little uneasyabout the treatmentof taxes. Gordonuses a weird
mixtureof neoclassicaland neo-Keynesianeconomics:He assumeshouseholds are good utilitymaximizersbut that somehowlabor marketsand
firms are in perpetualdisequilibrium.The argumentrevolves around
whetherthe lowerlevel of unemploymenthe considersis sustainablein the
long run at the going prices,interestrates,wages,tax rates,and so forth.
If Gordonhad a worldwithoutuncertaintyor involuntaryunemployment,
I think the argumentwould be unacceptable.He treatstaxes as a deadweightloss-something designedsimplyto throwawayutility.Themodern
neoclassicaltreatment(following Ramsey in 1927, Boiteux, Diamond,
Mirrlees,and others)is that in a well-designedtax system,the budgetary
costs of public goods (perhapsincludingtransferpaymentsas a public
good) are below the true costs by just this wedge betweengross and net
wage.In the long runpeoplewillnot increaseworkeffortwithouta change
in the realafter-taxwage.In the long run,highertax yieldsrequirehigher
tax ratesand greaterdistortions.But Gordon'sworld is not this smooth
world, but ratherthe world describedby Tobin-stochastic suppliesand
demandsand continuousflux. I don't know whetherthe effectof changes
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in government fiscal or monetary policy in the long run looks more like
the Keynes-Tobin-Gordon view or more like the smooth neoclassical view.
If the latter, then again Gordon is equating the social cost of policies with
their impact effects, whereas he should be considering the (properly discounted) long-run effects.
Incidentally, the modification for disutility of work that he mentions is
not correct. As long as goods are the numeraire, the wage already nets out
that effect. Also, Gordon is double-counting by adding the gross investment in search (Table 3, line 4).
As far as the permanent effects are concerned, Gordon has provided a
very interesting way of looking at the reserve army of the unemployed.
Ignoring capital, taxes, and the rest, this is how I see the argument: Vacancies and unemployment are in a constant state of creation and decay. The
important point is that the vacancy rate is easily modified by a firm's manpower policy. Every vacancy is an indication that the marginal product is
greater than the going wage, and we could perhaps argue that a stochastic
equilibrium would lie where the equilibrium amount of hoarded laborthe precautionary demand-would be such that at normal unemployment
rates (u) and vacancy rates (v) the wage would equal the average cost of a
vacancy. If policy engendered an extra vacancy, the net marginal output
forgone per unit change in the vacancy rate would be zero. Given this
calculation, it is hard to see how Gordon arrives at his figures for the costs
of a vacancy.
The argument for the costs of unemployment are also problematical. As
I noted above, it is not proper to add to income the individual's imputation
to the value of search: This is like gross investment. The only true costs of a
lower unemployment rate are the drain of time from other utility-yielding
activities, such as leisure, do-it-yourself projects, and so on. All of these
considerations make one reluctant to take the Beveridge relation between u
and v as stable over time, as Gordon must do.
Gordon seems unusually wary about using the actual numbers for vacancies and unemployment for determining the optimal rate. For Britain,
which assiduously collects such statistics, the Beveridge point (calculated
as N"-v) was about 1.2 percent until the recent unemployment insurance
and other reforms, then rose to 1.5 for 1972. (I ignore differencesin definition of unemployment.) For U.S. manufacturing(the only sector for which
vacancy data are available), the Beveridge point for 1969-72 was about 2.0
percent. Since unemployment rates in manufacturing run about 1.1 times
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the national average, the national Beveridge point might be around 1.8
percent. According to Gordon, the optimal unemployment rate would be
around 1.0 percent. It is instructive to note that the United Kingdom has
operated at an average rate 1.5 times its "optimum," while the U.S. average
is closer to 3 times its "optimum."
WilliamPoole: I am in general agreementwith Bob Gordon's analysis, but
feel that certain points deserve greater emphasis. For the purposes of my
discussion I will assume that the natural unemployment rate hypothesis is
correct, at least above some threshold inflation rate. And rather than the
natural rate of unemployment, I prefer to talk of the natural rate of nonemployment or, what is equivalent, the natural rate of employment.
First assume that the economy has settled down to equilibrium growth
at the natural rate of employment. In such a situation there are three types
of nonemployment. The first type arises from the labor-leisure choice, the
second from job search, and the third from labor market imperfections.
In long-run equilibrium, measured unemployment reflects in part the
fact that some people work in industries subject to seasonal and random
influences, but nevertheless may be considered fully employed. Many such
workers average 40 hours per week over time through a combination of,
say, 60-hour weeks and unemployed weeks. While some people are surely
trapped in undesirable jobs with fluctuating employment, others, such as
farmerswith seasonal crops and Brookings panel members who must work
overtime to meet publication deadlines, obviously choose such jobs voluntarily.
Search unemployment arises from the continual micro adjustments
within the macro equilibrium. Micro disequilibrium reflects the reallocation of resources in response to ongoing supply and demand shifts. Search
unemployment settles down, in principle, to an optimum in the macro
equilibrium. People refuse some jobs in order to search for others that are
more rewardingin both a personal and a pecuniary sense. Search is a productive activity in that worker satisfactions and total output, taken together, are maximized when individuals search long enough to make the
best possible match between employee and employer.
The third form of nonemployment at the natural rate of nonemployment
stems from imperfections such as the minimum wage, information externalities in the labor market, union monopoly power, and firm monopsony
power. Another imperfection-the one that Gordon emphasizes-is the
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distortion of the labor-leisure choice by the personal income tax. While
some of these imperfections can and should be corrected, the cost of correcting others may be greater than the benefit. The income tax, for example, has certain advantages over alternative taxes.
Gordon's equation (9) is a mathematical statement of this analysis. An
alternative mathematical statement, obtained by using Gordon's identity
(10) instead of the identity Q qM, is given by
(9a)
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In the long run it can be assumed that dK/de = dT/de 0, since the capital stock is adjusted to the amount of employment and tax rates are adjusted to yield the optimal amount of revenues. However, M[d(w/pQ)]/de
is positive, reflectingthe labor-leisure distortion from the income tax, and
so dZ/de is also positive.
For the moment, let us interpret w, wu, and WN as economy-wide averages. The natural-rate hypothesis is simply that market forces tend to
equate w, wu, and WN and that these forces are independent of the rate of
inflation in the long run. Without attempting to argue the validity of this
view, I do want to emphasize that there exists an unemployment rate low
enough such that (w - wu) and (w - wN) both become negative. This situation can occur during a period of generalized excess demand as a result of
adjustment lags. For example, some union contracts provide for compulsory overtime, which is acceptable to workers unless it is invoked repeatedly during a period of excess demand.
What all this means is that above the natural rate of employment additional employment is a "bad" rather than a "good." Above the natural
rate it is incorrect to speak of a tradeoff between unemployment and inflation. Individuals have too little leisure, on average, and they search for too
short a period when unemployed. Some individuals and firms suffer a loss
of productivity from supply shortages. Family and health problems caused
by excessive hours of work are no less real than those arising from too little
work. While it is true that excessive hours of work seem more easily avoided
than deficient hours, many find that a long-run career demands excessively
long hours from time to time.
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Gordon's approach recasts the standard unemployment-inflation tradeoff argument by introducing the concept of an optimal rate of employment.
This is an open invitation to examine the costs of overfull employment,
instead of pursuing the tradeoff approach, which invites examination of the
costs of inflation.
Gordon's empirical work has concentrated on the unemployed. Equation (9) is applied not to economy-wide averages for w, wu, and wv but
rather to averages for the unemployed. That w exceeds wN by a substantial
margin for the unemployed should not be surprising; after all, an individual for whom this condition was not satisfied would have no incentive to
look for work. But in calculating the gains from reducing unemployment
Gordon has made no attempt to measure the increase in WN for those employed in the initial situation. At least in the temporary case it must be true
that (w - WN) and (w - wu) become negative for some workers. There are
costs as well as benefits to overfull employment.
Gordon's calculations may be interpreted as attempting to measure the
possible gains from micro policies that succeeded in reducing the unemployment rate by 1 percentage point. The gains would be larger than he
estimates to the extent that these same policies improved productivity in
labor-short industries and reduced strains on the overemployed.
Gordon's calculations should not, I believe, be interpreted as measuring
possible gains from macro policies that reduce unemployment by 1 percentage point. These calculations ignore the costs of overemployment. I
haven't the foggiest idea how important these costs are at 5 percent unemployment, but I am convinced that as a matter of economic principle there
must be an unemployment rate low enough that these costs would become
important.
Gordon's neoclassical approach seems to require acceptance of the
natural-ratehypothesis, but for good reason he does not want to entangle
his paper in the natural-rate debate. He should not, however, justify his
discussion of the permanent case as an attempt to measure the costs of
pursuing macro policies aiming for 5 percent rather than 4 percent unemployment. Those who believe the natural-rate hypothesis do not typically
advocate such an approach to policy. The natural rate of employment is
not known, and it surely changes over time in response to demographic
shifts, structuralchanges in the economy, and changes in the micro policies
of government. Accordingly, the policy prescription should be for the
government to maintain fairly steady policies until the full employment
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zone is reached. If this argument is correct, the economy will then slowly
gravitate toward the natural rate, whatever it may be.

Discussion
R. A. Gordon voiced the concern of several participants that the attempt
to "price" the various components of an individual's time can be carried
too far. Lawrence Klein added that the value of those factors related to
unemployment, which are at best imperfectly computed in the paper, are
outweighed by many other enormous costs. Valuing a man's time in terms
of certain social costs and market wages overlooks the much more serious
problem posed by the uneven incidence of unemployment. For with unemployment concentrated among groups such as teenagers and blacks, the
long-run costs of social instability will certainly overshadow the relatively
low wage value of their time.
Charles Holt pointed out that the people most involved in the job search
process are those at the very low end of the income distribution scale. A
slack labor market would be particularly injurious to this group. Holt felt
that this question of income distribution should somehow have been more
directly integrated into Gordon's formal analytical framework. He also
was concerned that the psychic costs of unemployment were not more fully
discussed in the paper. Many people experience job search as an anxietyfilled and painful experience,yet this dimension is not captured in Gordon's
analysis or calculations. Holt also questioned whether the average duration
of job search was an adequate measure of the situation the unemployed
confront. The distribution of spell duration is highly skewed, with a sizable
number of workers experiencing very long spells of unemployment. Unemployed workers confront this risk; hence, risk aversion would have been a
valuable addition to the analysis of search behavior.
Responding to these arguments, R. J. Gordon agreed that, apart from his
adjustment for the psychic costs of unemployment for adult males, his
analysis did not take account of psychic costs or income distribution effects.
Nevertheless, he felt that analysis of these nonquantifiablecosts should rest
on some measureof the aggregate social costs involved and of a related optimum unemployment rate. Referring to Holt's comment on risk aversion,
Gordon reported the somewhat paradoxical finding of the SheppardBelitsky study, that persons who have been laid off search for jobs almost
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as intensely as do the rest of the unemployed. This suggests that risk aversion plays an important role in the search process; even if the chance of
recall is 80 percent, people will generally not risk indefinite unemployment
by completely abstaining from search. Instead, they are apt to shop around
and at least file job applications with other firms. Okun noted that, in contrast to his comments, Gordon's formal model assumes that those expecting recall refrain from search, and that this assumption complicates the
algebraic development of the model.
Gordon also responded to several criticisms raised in Nordhaus' formal
discussion. He insisted that he had not treated taxes as a deadweight loss;
the extra dollars of tax revenue generated at a lower unemployment rate
were valued exactly the same as the extra dollars of private after-tax income, without regard to the uses made of that tax revenue. Second, he
argued that Nordhaus' "fourth dimension" of deferred manhours would
not necessarily apply after a temporary boom-for example, if the productivity bonus reflected peak capacity. Finally, he reiterated that the social
costs of vacancies should include an allowance for their costs to consumers.
Other assumptions involved in Gordon's analysis of the "temporary
case" were also questioned by panel members. Saul Hymans observed that
although Gordon posits a functional relationship between y, the acceptance
wage, and x, the expected wage, there is also causation running from y to x.
Hyman Kaitz cautioned that many people who are entitled to unemployment compensation either do not claim their benefits at all or withdrawfrom
the labor force for a while and then return, at which time they claim compensation benefits. This type of behavior would tend to increase the social
costs attached to search time. R. A. Gordon noted that the marginal utility
of home time, WN, should decline as the duration of unemployment lengthens. The leisure time available the first week of unemployment might be
welcome, but as time passed, it would be increasingly less so, and for many
people would doubtlessly become a severe burden before long.
Referring to another of Gordon's assumptions, Okun pointed out that
the price of search time should decline as the unemployment rate increases.
Since the probability of finding a job is lower when the labor market is
weak, the acceptance wage should be lower during such periods. Therefore,
the same factors that are responsible for a lower acceptance wage at high
unemployment levels should also reduce the value of search time at those
levels. For this reason, Okun argued, it would be incorrect to use the price
of search time prevailing at a 4 percent unemployment rate to value the
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search time of the unemployed when the rate is pushed to 5 percent. The
increment of search time might thus have zero or negative value rather
than the positive value assigned it by Gordon.
The "permanent case" analyzed by Gordon generated considerable controversy, particularly his contention that only a small output or welfare
bonus could be expected in the long run from a reduction in the unemployment rate. The main concern was with Gordon's three assumptions about
vacancies that led him to estimate a productivity decline at lower unemployment rates: (1) that vacancies increase as much as unemployment declines in the 4 to 5 percent unemployment region; (2) that one-fourth of
these additional vacancies cannot be foreseen; and (3) that the social cost
of these unforeseen vacancies is equal to the wage of the job involved.
The effect of these assumptions was to take away about one-third of the
additional output that would have come from the additional manhours of
work at the lower unemployment rate. This contrasts with the temporary
case in which a substantial productivity bonusadds to the output associated
with additional manhours.
George Perry questioned the first two assumptions. He pointed out that
we know nothing at all about what fraction of vacancies are unforeseen.
This unmeasurable number could be substantially smaller than the onefourth that Gordon assumed and thus cut the estimated productivity loss
from this source to a small fraction of Gordon's estimate. Offeringa range
of values and corresponding productivity estimates seemed the only way
to deal with such an unknown quantity. Perry also pointed out that available evidence on vacancies suggests a much smaller absolute increase in
their number than Gordon assumes for the 4 to 5 percent unemployment
region. He noted that the point at which the increment in vacancies corresponds to the increment in unemployment has always been thought to
come at much lower unemployment rates, as Nordhaus' discussion had
pointed out.
Hyman Kaitz remarked that job vacancy statistics in the United States
are generally considered to reflect somewhat lower vacancy levels than are
suspected actually to exist, and that it was hard to guess what value was
appropriate to Gordon's calculation. R.A. Gordon agreed and questioned
whether Nordhaus, in his comments, was justified in comparing the British
and American vacancy experiences. R. J. Gordon added that the much
higher teenage and female turnover rates in the United States make the
British example a special case. He went on to argue that U.S. data are not
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sufficientlysensitive to detect the high vacancy rates that may exist in the
service areas, for example, and that high unemployment rates there are
also balanced by high vacancy rates, making the manufacturing data
inapplicable.
Okun objected to Gordon's procedure of equating the price of a vacancy
with the marginal product of an additional worker, reiterating Nordhaus'
concern with that calculation. Ignoring extreme cases like Gordon's supermarket or an integrated production process where a missing man could
force an assembly-line shutdown, Okun and Hall agreed that a vacancy has
value only to the extent that it produces surplus. In that case, since a marginal worker's contribution to surplus is usually far exceeded by his real
wage, Okun submitted that the cost of vacancies in Gordon's analysis is
substantially overstated. He did not believe the inconvenience to consumers cited by Gordon should much change the aggregateestimate arrived
at by looking at producers' surplus since producers take account of this in
competing for customers. Moreover, in goods as opposed to services, the
role of finished goods inventories as a buffer holds down the cost of a
vacancy to both the seller and the customer.
In reply, R. J. Gordon expanded on the arguments offered in his paper.
Describing a world in which the economy has been pushed to a low unemployment rate, he pointed to the fact that a vacancy causes inconvenience
not only to the employer who is attempting to fill it, but also to the producer who finds his orders being shipped later than he expected and to the
customer who must tolerate longer waiting lines. He agreed that the social
cost of a vacancy was hard to guess; his supermarket example suggested
that the cost could be much larger than the wage of the additional worker,
but in other cases it might be smaller. His major aim in the paper had been
to offer a conceptual framework into which readers could substitute their
guesses when they differed from his.
In a concluding comment, William Fellner questioned the validity of
calculating an optimal unemployment rate based on a crude comparison
of aggregate vacancies and unemployed persons. Since, as the economy
nears such an optimum, vacancies can represent demands for very specific
kinds of workers, it is difficult to distinguish a precise point of optimality
based on aggregate vacancy data alone.

